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Introduction
Certified public accountants are much in the public eye. News
papers report a surge in popularity of college courses in account
ing, the high salaries of graduates entering the profession, the
readiness of accountants to contribute their skills to vital social
programs, and the significance of the CPA's role in managerial
and investor decisions.
Much of what is being reported about the profession is
gratifying. But not all of it. At the same time that stories appear
about the more positive aspects of accountancy, there are nega
tive reports from state capitols of efforts to license the uncerti
fied practitioner, as well as reports out of Washington that audited
financial statements provide only the barest guarantees to inves
tors, or that CPAs cannot be management consultants without
sacrificing their independence.
Critical stories about accountancy should be answered. Facts
should be marshalled and presented so the public may reach its
own decisions. Where a statement is a matter of judgment, then
our view is equally valid and should be given full hearing. Achiev
ing this, and coupling it with a continuous effort to report new
developments are our two major public relations goals.
So broad is this objective, it cannot be accomplished by a
few professionals no matter how skilled they may be in draft
ing statements or designing brochures. Every member of the
profession has a role to perform if the profession is to increase
public understanding of what CPAs do. As a step toward full com
mitment, the American Institute has undertaken to provide the
materials for a national public relations program for state
societies.
It is offering state societies an organized program keyed to
specific themes such as the CPA as advisor to business, govern
ment and the family, with a comprehensive package of news
releases, advertisements, slide talks and radio and television ma
terials to use in their localities. Short, punchy campaigns are
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proposed. Societies receiving m aterial from the AICPA will adapt
them to local needs and conduct their program s in unison across
the country. This represents the first time state societies will be
linked in a concerted, national public relations effort.
For each society it means a com m itm ent of time, energy and
persistence. For their m em bers, it means volunteering and then
participating so every chapter in every society carries its share
in the national effort. At the same time, it means reporting back
to the Institute so the national effort may be coordinated, suc
cesses duplicated and m istakes avoided.
This m anual was prepared especially to help m em bers of
state societies develop the com m unications skills to carry out this
project. Although it is hardly a com prehensive course in public
relations, it should serve as a useful guide to the newcomer. For
these volunteers many of whom may not have been exposed to
the unique requirem ents of public relations, it points out stepby-step procedures essential for moving inform ation in form s
th at give it appeal and adaptability to the media. In describing
fundam entals, this m anual should bolster them until experience
has taught them how to m ake reliable decisions on how best to
represent the profession to the news media in the community.
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Public Relations
and
Ethics
AICPA's code of ethics is a 196-page document of concepts, rules
and interpretations having to do with the professional conduct
of the CPA. It deals, for the most part, with the behavior of the
individual. While it has been the guidepost showing CPAs how
to proceed with a public relations venture, there is some question
as to how the code applies when the CPA acts not as an individual
but as a representative of a state society.
When the practitioner speaks as a society official, is he bound
by the code’s restriction on solicitation or encroachment, for ex
ample, or does he attain an exempt status because he is acting on
behalf of the society? That question becomes all the more crucial
now, with state societies on the verge of participating in a con
certed, national public relations effort. Their involvement with
the nation's media will increase. Their membership may be ex
pected to encounter more ethical questions because of this up
surge of activity.
In the past, ethical problems were less sharply drawn, be
cause societies often were merely responding to the press queries
rather than initiating contact, themselves. Rules have always
encouraged practitioners to answer press inquiries forthrightly.
But now societies will be approaching newswriters or editors
suggesting stories or articles, providing the press with informa
tion that previously was only given upon request. That makes it
imperative that there be a broad understanding of how the ethics
rules apply to aggressive public relations practices.
About the only ethics guideline dealing specifically with state
societies is an interpretation to rule 502 (Advertising and Solicita
tion) that approves the issuance of news releases provided they
are newsy and in good taste. It interprets good taste as omitting
firm names and affiliations because the activity involves repre
sentations by the society through official spokesmen. By itself
that may be no more definitive than the New York Times’ slogan,
All the News That’s Fit to Print. But it will suggest a course to
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follow for the practitioner who aspires to something m ore than a
m inim um level of acceptable conduct.

TWO OVERRIDING CONCEPTS
The standards to be followed by volunteers participating in the
state society national public relations program are sum m arized
in two overriding concepts: The CPA shall not knowingly m is
represent facts, nor com mit acts discreditable to the profession.
Those are the main guidelines for practitioners to consider when
drafting the press release, appearing on TV, or participating in
other ways in a society’s national public relations program . Other
guidelines are:
■ Announcements should stick to the facts and subject of the
release. Avoid self-laudatory statem ents. Adjectives such as
well-known, noted or prom inent are inappropriate for the pro
fessional, as well as unacceptable to the editor.
■ When approached by the press, respond factually: Again, facts
w ithout aggrandizement. Remember, the one who deals directly
w ith the press assumes responsibility for the outcome. This
holds even though the person being interviewed adm ittedly
lacks control over how the inform ation is used. As the source
of inform ation, the interview er rem ains responsible for w hat
emerges in the papers.
■ Statem ents of policies related either to the practice of public
accounting or to a subject of public interest are commonly
issued by individual CPAs. Few restrictions pertain here, other
than those already m entioned about self-aggrandizement. CPAs
as individuals or as representatives of a society are free to com
m ent on public issues affecting their community.
■ CPAs are encouraged to participate in seminars, to address
business groups, to teach courses, or to w rite books or articles
as long as any suggestion of self praise is avoided.

QUESTIONS OF ATTRIBUTION
From tim e to time, CPAs raise questions about w hether a spokes
m an should be identified. The following questions and answers
may be helpful in dealing w ith such issues.

Should the president of the society be quoted by name?
Names make news; editors prefer to identify a news source. "A
source close to the chairm an . . ,""inform ed sources” or "leaders
in the field agree th a t”—none of these carries the ring of authen
ticity of a nam e w ith a title. Balanced against this are the profes
sion's restraints against self-laudatory statem ents or self-aggran
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dizement. Those prohibitions have been on the books long enough
for their meaning to be clear to everyone. W ithin th at fram ework,
there is no reason why a society president or other official society
spokesm an should not be identified in statem ents made by the
society to the media.
Should the firm affiliation of a society spokesman be given?
Yes, if a new spaper asks for it. A society spokesm an should avoid
exploiting his position to publicize his firm, b ut to refuse to
answ er w hat appear to be innocent questions about one's profes
sional associations makes it difficult for a reporter to continue
the interview. Few of us would read self-aggrandizement into a
single line buried in a news story th at states: according to John
Jones, CPA, a partn er in the firm of Jones and Smith.
When a society spokesman appears on a radio or TV discus
sion program on taxes, does that identify him as a tax specialist?
Probably. A spokesm an on TV is regarded as an expert on w hat
ever subject is being discussed. There’s no avoiding that. However,
th a t identification is too ephem eral to have a lasting im pact th at
could benefit one's practice. Every advertiser understands the
lim itation of the single appearance. However, while the audience
quickly forgets names, people will rem em ber th at CPAs are tax
experts and the whole fraternity benefits. A CPA should not perm it
statem ents proclaim ing him self to be an expert or specialist.
Do societies have to abide by the ethical rules CPAs follow?
As a practical m atter, yes. In addition, the society m ust consider
w hat people look for from practitioners. People expect their state
m ents, com m ents or advice to be factual, carefully reasoned and
in the public interest.
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Talking To
Newsm en
“Statements made by CPAs on subjects of public interest which
are reported in the press and thereby contribute to public aware
ness of the profession are not considered advertising and are en
couraged.”1
Accounting is in the news these days. Reporters increasingly call
upon accountants for interpretation of financial and business
events. This brings up the question of how CPAs can best com
municate with journalists.
The fact that you can communicate, in the sense that you can
speak and write, does not mean that you will communicate effec
tively. Poorly handled contacts with the press (and that would
include broadcast as well as print journalists) may produce no
results—or poor ones. Too often derogatory statements about
accounting which have appeared in print are utterances supplied
by CPAs.
Effective communication is a skill that m ust be learned. A
most important aspect of it is dealing with the media of public
information: oral communication with individual reporters.
Some people have a knack for talking with reporters. They
are adept at the quick quip, the felicitous phrase that 'makes
news.’ And since a reporter is out to get news, he ordinarily en
joys working with people with this ability. A good rapport is
established.
The great m ajority of people, though, don't have this knack.
So when the phone rings and the voice at the other end says, “This
is Sam Smith of the News-Standard,” or if the receptionist an
nounces, "Mr. Smith of Station KVIP is here for the interview,”
most CPAs probably tend to tense up. A person about to submit
to questioning for publication fears he might say something that
would make him look foolish.
1 Opinion No. 9 of the Committee on Professional Ethics
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The CPA who receives a telephone call or personal visit from
a reporter will best serve the public interest, the profession, and
him self by keeping in m ind the rep o rter’s purpose: to get a story.
The basic m aterial of a news-story is facts.
If you know the facts and can properly release them, do so in
language that is succinct and plain. Rem em ber that, w ith few ex
ceptions, even experienced business reporters do not have exten
sive knowledge of accounting. So don’t discuss the m atter as
though you were talking to another accountant. Avoid technical
ities; they will probably appear to the rep o rter as fussy h air
splitting, and would be incom prehensible to the vast m ajority of
his readers anyway. Similarly, don’t start out with, "Well now,
th a t’s a very com plicated subject.” Even though that is the fact,
the statem ent may seem an attem pt to dodge a meaningful dis
cussion.

DO YOUR HOMEWORK
At the time the rep o rter phones to arrange the interview, deter
mine the subjects to be discussed. Then do a little preparatory
checking of facts and figures. Arrange to have data you might
need conveniently at hand during the interview. The rep o rter will
be grateful, since it will save his time.
If the rep o rter w ants to ask questions over the phone, w ith
out forewarning, you are not bound to answ er off-the-cuff. Tell
him you w ant to look in your files or check w ith an associate,
and will call back in fifteen m inutes. And be sure to call!
In an interview, keep to the h eart of the m atter, and deal
w ith the fine points merely by rem inding your listener th at there
are certain intricacies or exceptions and you are talking in broad
term s. Where possible, illustrate abstract concepts w ith exam
ples from common experience—as, for instance, by discussing
depreciation in term s of the rep o rte r’s automobile.
If you do not have the facts or if the story the rep o rter is
seeking is in some area of accounting which has been largely out
side your practice, say so—and perhaps suggest someone else he
might contact.
If you do have the facts but feel you cannot properly discuss
them (because, for example, they fall in the area of client con
fidence), state this plainly. Here again, you might refer the re
p o rter to someone else, in which case, as a m atter of courtesy,
im mediately call the person given as reference and tell him w hat
you have done.
From his experience as a new sgatherer, the rep o rter has
learned that all of us tend to identify emotionally w ith groups of
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which we are m em bers—our college, company, church, political
party, profession.
Knowing this, a reporter expects th at a person being in ter
viewed will incline to play down things th at he believes might
reflect unfavorably upon his profession and to emphasize the
things that will give a favorable im pression. Therefore, if a story
has some potentially negative aspects, the reporter may concen
trate on these in his questioning, in order to com pensate for the
presum ed bias.
If the reporter is right in thinking there are negative ele
m ents in a situation, don’t deny it. Doing so will only damage
your credibility. Instead, explain these elements and try to help
the reporter see them in perspective. If you feel he is tending to
give them m ore im portance than is w arranted, tell him so and
give your reasons.
If the negative side of the m atter pertains to the views or ac
tions of other parties, and you feel it would be unprofessional to
com m ent or ill-advised to become involved in contention in the
press, state frankly th at you believe it would be im proper for
you to discuss the subject, and suggest th at the reporter go to
the persons m ost directly involved.
Granting th at it is a reporter's duty to probe, it m ust be
adm itted that there are a few who persist abrasively. A point
which has been thoroughly and honestly covered will be re
turned to again and again. It will be dropped while another con
versational path is followed, and then returned to, as though to
catch the answ erer off guard.
In an experience of this kind, the person being interviewed
should say th at he has nothing to add to w hat he has already
said—and then, indeed, not add anything. No m atter how often
the m atter is reverted to or how the question is rephrased, this
response can be repeated.
It is im portant to avoid becoming irritated or, at least, to
avoid showing it. Perhaps the reporter is deliberately being pro
vocative in order to draw out a statem ent in heat th at would not
be m ade otherwise.

DANGLING THE BAIT
Another tactic a reporter sometimes uses is to refer to a b it of
inform ation picked up in a conversation w ith someone else, in a
way that suggests he has more knowledge than he really has. The
person being interviewed, assum ing th at the reporter is already
fam iliar w ith the m atter, may then add fu rth er bits of inform a
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tion, which the reporter uses for a th ird call, a fourth, and so on.
On a m atter of m ore than routine im portance, there is no
reason not to ask a reporter w hether he has interviewed others
on the subject about which he w ants to talk w ith you. He will
probably confine his answ er to yes or no, w ithout specifying in
dividuals. You can, nevertheless, try to determ ine the scope of
w hat he w ants to cover. The point is th at in a working meeting
w ith a new spaperm an, there's no rule which says all the ques
tions have to come from one party. The occasion is not an exam
ination by a public prosecutor, and should not be so regarded
by an interviewee. Rather, the occasion should be a m utually
agreeable affair between persons w ith a common objective of
providing accurate inform ation to the public.
Be courteous b u t firm. A good interview involves a certain
am ount of flexibility and give-and-take between the principals,
but you should not let yourself be draw n into discussing subjects
against your b etter judgm ent. Say im mediately th at you are not
prepared or com petent to discuss the m atter and stick to your
guns.
Don't volunteer inform ation. If it is technical or compli
cated, it will probably serve only to confuse. But more than that,
a bit of casually offered com ment may indicate th at you possess
inform ation which would enable the reporter to w rite a "ju icier”
story than he had hoped for.
Beware the exit-gambit. Sometimes a rep o rter will pocket
his notes and put away his pencil—and you take this to mean he
now has all the inform ation he needs. Naturally, you and he will
converse for a m om ent or two before he takes his departure.
This is the time to guard against a slip of the tongue under the
im pression th at you are merely indulging in idle talk. Discuss the
w eather, if necessary to make conversation, but try not to retu rn
to the subject of the interview. To a good reporter, an interview
is ended only when he has w ritten the story and it has appeared.
By far the m ost sensational quotations in the 1976 Playboy
interview of presidential candidate Jim m y C arter were m ade after
the four-hour interview supposedly had ended and Mr. Carter
was bidding the reporters goodbye at the front door.
If printed m atter is available on the topic of the reporter's
interest, supply him w ith it. But don’t overwhelm him. If he
is on a spot-story, he will not have tim e to read much. If he is
working on a feature story, he'll be able to read more, b u t not
thick tomes. So when you have m aterial th at might be useful,
choose short pam phlets or m ark pertinent passages in longer
writings.
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REACH AN UNDERSTANDING
If inform ation th at a rep o rter w ants is not im mediately avail
able, offer to send it later. And m ake a note on your calendar so
as not to forget the com m itm ent. Even if several days or weeks
pass before the m aterial comes to hand, and you think it is too
late for the rep o rter’s purpose, send it anyway and let him make
the decision. He may w ant to file the m aterial for possible use in
the future. By showing th a t you have not forgotten your prom ise
and can be relied on, you will have strengthened your rating as a
news source.
A reporter may call you about something he has heard of,
but which is in the course of development and still so indefinite
th at you would rath er not discuss it. In this case, explain why you
do not w ant to go into the subject at the mom ent, b u t add th at
you will let him know as soon as you can. And, again, be sure to
keep the agreement. If you fail to do so, and a com petitor gets the
story before the reporter who has obligingly waited to hear from
you, you have done the latter a disservice.
When a proposed story is on a highly technical subject, and
the reporter is not w riting against a close deadline, you can offer
to check his copy for accuracy, if he would like. As a general rule,
reporters will not subm it their copy for comment; on a spotstory, there may not be time to do so anyway.
If, however, you are allowed to see the piece in typew ritten
form , confine your suggestions to points of im portant fact; do
not try to impose your ideas as to style or as to w hat makes news.
Should you have reason to believe th at a story may contain
direct quotations attrib u ted to you, you can properly ask to have
at least the quotations read to you over the phone as a safeguard
against your being put in a wrong light.
Sometimes during an interview a rep o rter will ask for "offthe-record” inform ation. Before answering, be sure th at you and
he are in agreem ent on w hat he means by "off-the-record." You
may think he only w ants inform ation to help him evaluate the
facts he already has. But he may w ant the inform ation for use
w ithout attribu tio n to you by name. In the event the m atter is
of a controversial nature, it is likely th at you will be recognized
as the source by others conversant w ith the facts even though
the story identifies you only as a "prom inent local accountant.”
So think twice before acceding to a request for off-the-record
comment. Make certain you are not disclosing confidential or
privileged m atter. And determ ine beforehand exactly how the
reporter intends to use the inform ation.
14

If p art of w hat you say is on-the-record and p a rt is not,
make special effort to be sure th at the changes are clearly sig
naled. P articular care in this respect is called for in telephone
conversations because the chances of m istake are greater
than when face-to-face.

WATCH YOUR TONGUE
There is a difference, of course, between off-the-record infor
m ation which is simply background and th at which is actu
ally confidential. The great m ajority of new spaper people are
trustw orthy individuals who respect confidences. But to avoid
the risk of unintentional slip, and in the interest of good relations
all around, it is best not to discuss w ith a newsman something
you would not w ant to see in print.
A cardinal rule in dealing w ith the press is never to ask a
reporter or editor to kill a story. This does not preclude your
giving reasons why you think a story should not appear: it may
be about something th at is trivial or already stale, it may rest
on plainly doubtful rum or, or it may be dow nright inaccur
ate. But accounting is im portant to many people, and in a free
society such as ours there is a principle of “the public's right to
know.” Journalists regard their profession as particularly re
sponsible for protecting this principle. Effort to suppress a story
is resented and often only strengthens a newsman's determ ina
tion to publish it.
New spaper publishers and staffs are deeply conscious of
their position as guardians of the public welfare, and m ost of
them, by far, are diligent in fulfilling their role. But it is a sim
ple fact of life th at newspapers are also businesses. Like any
other business, they have to earn a profit to exist. This they do by
selling copies of their publication and, even more, by selling
advertising.
The greater a new spaper's circulation, the higher the revenue
from new sstand sales and subscriptions, and the higher the rates
advertisers will pay. Thus there is understandable drive to build,
or at least m aintain, circulation.
The num ber of readers a new spaper attracts is likely to de
pend not alone on how inform ative it is b ut also on how enter
taining and exciting. It follows th at events involving controversy
or struggle are prim e items of news. E ditors and reporters are
not responsible for this state of affairs—they merely recognize it
as a tra it of hum an nature.
In addition, the staffs of new spapers feel a strong sense of
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com petition not only w ith staffs of other papers b u t among
themselves. A reporter w ants to be recognized as someone who
gets good, newsy stories.
Realizing all this, a CPA should be aware that a statem ent
tinged w ith contentiousness may be highlighted in an interview
and so produce a different effect from w hat he intended. He
should choose his words w ith care and, even then, if they are to
be quoted, try to assure him self the quotation will be accurate.
In this latter connection he should realize th at liveliness of
writing, desired by editors for all sections of their papers, is at a
special prem ium on the business pages where the subject m at
ter is generally matter-of-fact but can be made more readable by
a bit of spicing. Thus one CPA, who told a reporter it was his
im pression that chartered accountants in Great B ritain did not
face the same pressures from clients th at certified public ac
countants experience in the United States, found him self quoted
as saying th at accountants in Great B ritain do not have to
"knuckle under" to clients as American accountants do. When
the CPA m aintained th at he had said no such thing, the reply was,
maybe so but the reporter felt that his own w ording was more
colorful than the CPA's.

AFTER THE INTERVIEW
Let's say th at you have been interviewed and have followed the
suggestions set forth here. You have answ ered the rep o rter’s
questions thoughtfully and have given him a good deal of your
time. Then the story appears. And it is not at all w hat you had
hoped for.
Except in very special circum stances, don’t offer a reporter
after-the-fact criticism. If your technical explanations got a bit
tangled in going through his typew riter, rem em ber th at he is not
a trained accountant—and maybe you w eren’t so clear as you
thought. Although it may seem to you th at the subject has been
grotesquely oversimplified, reflect th at the rep o rter is w riting for
the average new spaper reader, not other accountants.
If your view on a controversial issue has been subordinated
to recital of an opposite view, it shows th at the rep o rter talked
to others beside you—but if he h ad n 't talked to you, your side
m ight not have appeared at all.
Perhaps a point that you considered m inor has been put
at the top of the article, while the heart of the m atter, as you see
it, has been played down. Well, the relative em phasis reflects the
reporter's—or his editor's—judgm ent of w hat will interest
16

readers. That is the new sm an's prerogative. If your main point
isn't m entioned at all, it may be th at the reporter included it in
his copy but it was cut for lack of space.
In the event the story contains a really serious error, call
the reporter prom ptly and point it out to him. Do not com
plain to his boss. If the erro r is one of im portant fact, the re
porter may see to it that a small item of correction is printed,
in any case, he will be less likely to make a sim ilar m istake an
other time. Should the story have come out well in your opinion,
send the reporter a note of compliment.
The objective of business reporters on newspapers, and of
w riters for financial magazines, is to bring economic facts to the
public. Certified public accountants can help them to assemble
and interpret these facts. At the same time, CPAs can be bene
fited by wide and fair portrayal of the nature and value of ac
counting.
The key to good press relations is to earn a reputation for
being always frank and fair w ith journalists. Help a reporter per
form his w ork by providing him w ith facts as clearly and simply
as possible. Help him to convey the broad significance of an event
w ithout burdening his readers w ith technical detail. And if you
can't give the facts because you don’t have them or because of
confidentiality, be frank about it.
CPAs serve their own and the general interest by working
tow ard relations w ith the press m arked by friendliness and
m utual respect.
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Preparation of
News Releases
A journalistic rule-of-thumb is that a news story open with the
five W ’s. The term refers to questions which, with rare excep
tions, should be answered in the first paragraph—"the lead"—
of a news story:
WHAT happened?
WHO did it?
WHEN did the happening occur?
WHERE did it occur?
WHY did it happen or WHY is it significant?
(Not every news story will answer this last question.)
Here is an example of a simple news lead:
John Doe, CPA, partner in the (city) accounting firm of Doe
and Smith, was elected president of (state) Society of Certi
fied Public Accountants at the Hotel Central last night
(Thursday).
Although there are exceptions, news writing, as a rule de
mands short sentences and short paragraphs.
News releases should be typewritten, double-spaced, on one
side of the paper only. When multiple copies are required, photo
copying or multilithing is the preferred method of reproduc
tion. Carbon copies smear too readily to be useful.
A release should bear the name, address, and phone number
of the organization sending it, the date of issuance, and the re
lease time. Also the name of a particular person—the contact—
who can supply additional information, should it be necessary.
The notation as to release time is very im portant and will
take different forms depending on circumstances. If the event be
ing reported has already taken place—or if a press conference is
held to announce an action, and a news release is given out to
those attending—the release will be labeled: For Immediate Re
lease.
18

On the other hand, if a CPA is giving an im portant speech at
a luncheon, it may be desirable to mail the release (or, for the intown papers, to deliver it by hand) tim ed to arrive in the morning
a few hours before the talk is given. In this case, the release will
be slugged: For Release After 1 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 6.
When the subject m atter of a story is technical, both the re
porters and the profession may benefit from a distribution timed,
if possible, to give the newsmen a day or two to study the release,
talk to one or m ore CPAs for clarification, and prepare comment
of their own if they are so inclined. Such a release might be dated
as to issuance: Feb. 6, 1978—and slugged: For Release Thursday,
Feb. 8.
An interval of m ore than 48 hours between distribution and
release time is generally inadvisable because of the probability
th at the story will be buried on someone's desk.
So-called "tim eless" feature stories or "filler” copy may be
m arked: For Im m ediate Release.
Release times are honored by new spapers alm ost w ithout
exception. Violations may occasionally occur by inadvertence,
b u t deliberate violation is rare.

WHAT IS NEWSWORTHY?
In the world of journalism it is axiomatic th at news is the most
perishable of all commodities, and, nothing is so stale as yester
day’s newspaper. Timeliness is the very essence of news, and
reporters are always very conscious of the deadlines of the vari
ous editions of their papers. It is helpful, therefore, to know in at
least a general way the deadlines of new spapers in your area and
to take them into account when offering news. When in doubt
about timing, ask an editor or reporter how he would like your
story handled.
W hether a publicity item is printed depends not alone on its
new sworthiness but on w hat else happens—in the town, the na
tion, and the world—the day of its release. When there is an un
usual volume of im portant news, lesser m atter will be crowded
out of a paper. The editor has only so much space at his disposal,
and apportioning it is his prerogative.
Sometimes the chances of getting a release printed are in
creased by tailoring it to the interests of a particular publication.
As a rule, a release is subm itted in the same form to all publica
tions that may be able to use it; b ut occasionally a release may be
prepared in three or four different ways for publications serving
different readers.
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In publicity m aterial, accuracy as to names, addresses, dates,
titles, and quotations is very im portant. If an editor finds one
erro r in a news release, it will lead him to question the accuracy
of the whole thing.
A professional group's efforts to obtain press publicity will
be handicapped if members of the profession who try to w rite
statem ents for newspapers, or who review and undertake to re
w rite the copy of an experienced publicity man, overlook the fact
th at a news release is not directed prim arily to fellow-CPAs but
to the public at large. Often professional people labor under an
anxiety th at if they approve a release which explains the broad
im port of a technical subject but does not set forth all the qualifi
cations and exceptions, including the m inor ones, they will be
open to criticism by their peers.
The fact is, however, th at a publicity write-up is not an official
technical docum ent of the profession. And if it sounds like one,
it will alm ost certainly find its way into the ed ito r’s w astebasket.
Of if by chance, it is published, its significance will be understood
by the tiniest fraction of new spaper readers.
News w riting should always be as simple as possible. Terms
unique to accounting should be avoided when possible; if they
m ust be used, these unfam iliar term s should be explained in
everyday language. A release should never contain a statem ent
th at is intrinsically inaccurate, b u t it need not have the com pre
hensiveness of a technical docum ent in which, every condition of
applicability or nonapplicability of a procedure may be spelled
out to the last detail.
Meetings offer publicity possibilities, b ut the value to a or
ganization of an announcem ent th at it merely convened is ques
tionable. W hat happened or was said at the meeting is another
m atter.

PUBLICITY ABOUT SPEECHES
The publicity value of a speech rests mainly on its content b ut
depends also on the position of the speaker, the nature of the
audience, and the occasion.
Probably m ost speeches contain at least one statem ent th at
can be extracted and quoted as the lead of a news story:
"Both business and the public would benefit if financial
statem ents to stockholders were simplified so th at anyone
could understand them ,” John Doe, certified public account
ant, said today at a meeting o f ___________ _____
When the quotation is long and cannot easily be broken up,
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the idea can be paraphrased in the lead and then repeated in the
original text farth er down in the story:
A plea for greater simplicity in annual financial statem ents
was outlined here today by John Doe, certified public ac
countant, in a speech before the (state) Society of Certified
Public Accountants.
"The annual financial statem ent,” Mr. Doe said, "should
be made more understandable and . . .”
"Names make news,” so the nam ing of an individual to an
office is usually newsworthy.
Elections and appointm ents also open opportunities for ob
taining publicity in publications not ordinarily reached; neigh
borhood and surburban papers which would not usually be in
terested in the organization's activities will run news about some
one from their community. Wire services, such as United Press
International and Associated Press, will sometimes distribute to
com m unities news of elections or appointm ents of men from
those places, so the wire services should receive all releases con
cerning people from other areas.
A release about election to an im portant post may m ention
the person's hometown, college, previous professional connec
tions, and the clubs and professional groups to which he belongs.
When an organized group passes a resolution or adopts a
program of action that has any general interest, it is usually not
difficult to get the fact m entioned in the papers.
Suppose the arrangem ents for auditing local governmen t
units are inadequate, and the CPA Society chapter w ants to
arouse support for their im provement. The m atter is introduced
at a meeting and a resolution is adopted. A release m ight be issued
along these lines:
A resolution urging annual auditing of the finances of all
local and m unicipal government units in the state was
adopted last night by (city) Chapter of the (state) Society of
Certified Public Accountants at a meeting in the Central
Hotel.
John K. Smith, president of the chapter, said his organi
zation is prepared to meet w ith state legislators to help draft
new standard auditing procedures for government units be
low the state level.
"The need for standard auditing practices is increasing
w ith the growing dem ands for services being made on local
governm ents,” Mr. Sm ith said, "and . . . ”
If you know th at such a resolution will be introduced, the
release can be drafted in advance, and then revised as may be
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necessary and delivered to the new spapers im mediately after the
meeting. If up against a deadline, give the release to the paper in
advance, explaining th at you will telephone confirm ation as soon
as the resolution has been passed.

PHOTOGRAPHIC POSSIBILITIES
Pictures usually draw a reader's attention before anything else
on the page.
Some activities of state societies and chapters will lend
themselves quite naturally to pictorial publicity. Elections and
appointm ents have obvious possibilities. News stories on im
po rtan t speeches may be accom panied by photographs of the
speakers. Meetings of im portant com mittees, forum s, discussion
groups, or the arrivals of distinguished visitors may be a peg
for a news photo.
And it is not always necessary to go to the expense of hiring
a photographer. When a distinguished speaker is invited to ad
dress the organization, or a new officer is elected, ask w hether he
can supply several glossy prints or the negative of a recent po r
tra it photograph. If the negative is available, duplicate glossy
prints may be obtained from any com mercial photographic
studio in a m atter of hours. If the negative cannot be obtained, a
copy negative can be made. Only glossy prints are acceptable to
new spapers and magazines; do not send the m atte type of po r
tra it prints you w ould give to friends.
If an event has apparent photographic possibilities, news
papers and trade organs may send their own photographers to
cover it. They will know exactly w hat they w ant in the way of pic
tures, and the public inform ation representative will be asked to
help only in supplying basic inform ation and perhaps to arrange
to have persons to be photographed at a specific location at a p re
arranged time.
When you offer pictures for publication, attach captions,
w ritten on a separate sheet of paper and pasted to the bottom of
each photo. Captions should identify the individuals shown and
briefly describe the occasion and w hat took place. Here is an ex
am ple of a photo caption:
NEW CPA PRESIDENT: John Doe, left, senior p artn er
in the public accounting firm of Doe and Smith, accepts
a testim onial gavel from H arry H. Bell, whom he suc
ceeds as President of (city) Chapter, (state) Society of
Certified Public Accountants, at the Organization's an
nual meeting in the Central Hotel last night (date).
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Plain announcem ents of meetings and elections are of value
to people who have p articular reason to be interested in the
inform ation.
At the same time, one has to realize th at it com municates
nothing about the character of the profession and therefore con
tributes nothing to the image of accountancy.

DON'T OVERLOOK IMAGE BUILDING
In many instances a society event may w arrant a publicity re
lease th at is nothing m ore than a simple announcem ent. In other
cases, however, some regular event such as the election of a so
ciety president, or a seemingly unrem arkable circum stance such
as the hobby of a chapter member, will provide opportunity for
publicity th at is image-building.
When a society president is elected, it may be advisable not
ju st to send out a news release but to arrange to have the new
office-holder interviewed—and to decide w ith him in advance
w hat he will talk about.
Frequently, by giving m ore than casual attention to the w rit
ing, one or more image-building ideas can be injected, fittingly
and w ithout straining for effect, into w hat would otherw ise be a
routine news release. Such ideas include the following:
■ Accountancy fills an essential need of society.
■ The CPA is a m em ber of a learned profession.
■ The qualities th at m ark a CPA are skill (deriving from training
and experience), objectivity, and independence.
■ The w ork of the CPA is diverse.
* The w ork of the CPA is creative.
■ Accountancy is dynamic.
■ Accountancy is a rapidly expanding profession.
■ The CPA is concerned w ith m uch m ore than his own profession.

MEETING THE PRESS
In press relations as in m ost other relationships, it is often
helpful to know, on a personal, face-to-face basis, the people you
are dealing with. O pportunities to meet newsmen can come about
quite naturally in a num ber of ways.
Reporters may be invited to attend a society or chapter m eet
ing at which some talk is going to be delivered th at might have
news interest. If one or m ore of them tu rn up, arrange th a t you
will be alerted as soon as they arrive. Take special pains to be
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helpful and to make them feel welcome. Introduce them to the
speaker, to society or chapter officers, and to various other m em
bers. Make sure th at others at the table where a new sm an sits
know th at a guest is present from the press.
If a reporter telephones to check some point in a release,
ask w hether he generally handles news about the profession and,
if so, suggest you would like to meet him. Most reporters w ant to
build up their list of potential news sources and will readily ac
cept an invitation to lunch provided it does not conflict w ith their
w ork schedule.
In extending an invitation of this sort, make it clear th a t you
are not seeking news coverage b u t w ant simply to establish a
personal contact. During such a luncheon the rep o rter will likely
ask questions about the profession, and when answ ering you can
take the opportunity to explain the provisions of the profes
sion's Code of Ethics pertaining to publicity th at can be construed
as prom otional. At the same time, assure him th at whenever he
has any questions about accounting m atters, he should feel free
to call and you will give him w hatever inform ation you properly
can or will refer him to an individual well inform ed about the
m atters he is asking about. Remember, however, th a t when so
cializing, a rep o rter is still a newsman, so do not include in the
table-conversation anything you would not like to see in print.
Once acquaintance has been established, try to keep the
contact alive. For example, releases m ailed to the person there
after m ight be accom panied by a short handw ritten note, prob
ably w ith a first-name salutation, saying you hope the item may
be of some interest and if he has any questions to give you a ring.
W ith the m arked increase in num ber of investors in the
U. S., and the great im portance of economic factors in our society,
CPAs and business journalists can be of considerable help to
each other. Accountants are close to the sources of m uch busi
ness inform ation, and they are especially well equipped to inter
p ret a great deal of economic data. The business journalist, on
his part, has the function of dissem inating such inform ation. A
good w orking relationship between the two groups, consciously
developed, not only is advantageous to both b ut helps serve the
public.
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Sample News Release on
ANNUAL MEETING
(

) Society of Certified Public Accountants

(Address)
For F urther Inform ation call_______________________
Phone N o_______________________
FOR RELEASE OCTOBER 9TH AND THEREAFTER
STATE CPAs TO MEET AT
BETHPORT, OCT. 14-15
More than 200 CPAs from all p arts of the state are expected
to attend the annual meeting of the (state) Society of Certified
Public Accountants at the Hotel Central, B ethport, on Oct. 14-15,
President Adam Smith, CPA, of ( home town), announced today.
The two-day meeting will be highlighted by a forum on
Audit Problem s of M unicipalities and Townships, presentation
of six technical papers and election of new officers. A full round
of recreational activities, including an invitational w om en’s golf
tournam ent has been arranged. The program also includes a
form al dinner dance on the evening of Oct. 14.
Preston Smith, CPA, of Shiloh, a p artn er of the accounting
firm of Samson, Sm ith & Murphy, will preside at the forum
discussion the m orning of Oct. 15. It will be followed by a lunch
eon meeting at which A. B. Clarke, of Philadelphia, a nationally
syndicated w riter on financial topics, will speak on the subject,
"The Public Looks to the CPA.”
The technical papers to be presented include: (list)

10/7/19— (date on which release is mailed or
distributed to new spapers).
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Sample News Release on
Election of New President
(

) Society of Certified Public Accountants

(Address)
For F urther Inform ation call_______________________
Phone N o_______________________
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
JOHN DOE TO HEAD
STATE CPA SOCIETY
John Doe, CPA, partn er in the (home town) accounting firm
of Doe and Smith, was elected president of the (state) Society of
Certified Public Accountants at the Hotel Central last night
(Thursday) in B ethport.
Mr. Doe takes office immediately, succeeding Adam Smith,
CPA, of the ( home tow n ) accounting firm of Smith, Brown &
Williams. He will serve for one year, w ith the following other new
officers, also elected last night:
Vice President, James Jones, of Cartw right and Wheeler,
Belford; Secretary, Clark Stevens, a p artn er of Stevens, Michaels
and Dudas, West Haven; and James Wilson, of Anderson & Par
nell, Smithfield.
A graduate of the University of Illinois, Mr. Doe has served
on various technical com m ittees of the American Institu te of
Certified Public Accountants, the national professional society,
and is the author of several books on accounting. He is chairm an
of the State Society’s Committee on Legislation and was treasu rer
of the Society’s Danfield chapter for two years. M arried and the
father of three children, he is also a m em ber of the American
Association of Accountants and the Danfield Cham ber of Com
merce.

10/14/19—
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Sample News Release on
TAX CLINIC
(
(Address)

) Society of Certified Public Accountants

For F urther Inform ation call_______________________
Phone No_______________________
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
STATE CHAMBER AND CPAs SPONSOR
TAX CLINIC FOR SMALL BUSINESS
The tax problem s of small businessm en will be discussed at
a special two-day tax clinic to be held March 21-22 at the Uni
versity of (
) School of Business under jo in t sponsor
ship of the (
) Cham ber of Commerce and (
)
Society of Certified Public Accountants.
Judson K. Smith, of Bethport, chairm an of the CPA Society's
Small Business Advisory Committee, and K enneth S. Jones, presi
dent of the State Chamber of Commerce, who announced plans
for the clinic, said the list of speakers would include R. K. Brown,
CPA, of Allensby, form er deputy ad m inistrator of the U.S. In
ternal Revenue Service.
The clinic will open Friday at 2 p.m. w ith a forum on "The
Effect of New Tax Legislation on Small Business.” George T.
Roberts, CPA, senior p artn er in the B ethport accounting firm of
Roberts & Roberts, will preside.
The evening program will include a panel discussion on
investm ent credits available to small businesses. Panel m em bers
will include . . . (list names and home tow ns).
Mr. Brown will be the featured speaker at the final session.
He will speak on "Your Tax D ollar”, and will answ er questions
from the floor.

3/14/19—
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Sample News Release on
ADMISSION OF NEW MEMBERS
(

) Society of Certified Public Accountants

(Address)
For F urther Inform ation call________ _____________ _
Phone N o----------------------------------FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ELECT ELEVEN TO MEMBERSHIP
IN (
) CPA SOCIETY
Eleven CPAs were elected to m em bership in the (
)
Society of Certified Public Accountants at the Society’s m onthly
meeting at the B ethport Hotel Central last night (Tuesday).
The new members, all of whom qualified for certification by
passing the nationw ide Uniform CPA Exam ination last Novem
ber, are: (list names and firms w ith home to w n s).
Mr.
scored the highest grade among the
candidates in the state who took the two-and-one-half day exami
nation. A graduate of the University of
, he is m ar
ried and the father of two children.

4 /2 /1 9 —
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Sample N ew s Release on an
ACTION PROGRAM
(
(Address)

) Society of Certified Public Accountants

For F urther Inform ation call_______________________
Phone N o.______________________
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CPAs KICK OFF STATEWIDE PROGRAM
TO INTEREST YOUTH IN ACCOUNTANCY
A statewide program to spread inform ation among high
school and college students about the opportunities open to qual
ified young men and women in the accounting profession was
endorsed last night (Tuesday) at the regular quarterly meeting
of (
) Society of Certified Public Accountants at
the Hotel Central in B ethport.
A special education com m ittee of eight members, each repre
senting a specific area of the state, was appointed by President
John Doe, of (home town), to coordinate the program and make
arrangem ents w ith school authorities.
Named to the com m ittee were: W illard Smith, Middletown;
Robert Nichols, W atertown; etc.
The special program , Mr. Doe said, is designed to help fill
the need in the nation's growing economy for additional certi
fied public accountants by attracting able young persons into the
profession.

5/6/19_
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Sample News Release on a
SOCIETY MEETING
(
(Address)

) Society of Certified Public Accountants

For F urther Inform ation call_______________________
Phone No._______________________
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SEC CONSULTANT
TO ADDRESS CPAs
Roderick K. Stevens, CPA, of W ashington, D.C., economic
consultant to the Securities Exchange Commission, will address
the regular quarterly meeting of the (
) Society of Certi
fied Public Accountants at the B ethport Hotel Central Tuesday
night.
A form er professor of accounting at the University of Chi
cago, Dr. Stevens will speak on "Audit Problem s of Government
Agencies." John Doe, CPA, of (his home town), President of the
(
) State Society, will preside.
The meeting will start w ith dinner at 7 p.m.
7 /8 /1 9 —

A few other suggestions . ..
■ News releases should be typed, double-space, on
one side of the paper only.
■ Pages should be num bered and each should carry
an identifying phrase such as "CPAs Elect” or
"Jones Statem ent."
■ Hand delivery to the new spaper is b etter than
mail, and personal delivery by a society representa
tive is best; it helps establish a personal relation
ship w ith the w riter or editor.
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Public Relations
and
Broadcasting
In the past several years state CPA societies have made great
progress in using radio and television programs as public rela
tions outlets for the profession.
Undoubtedly this success resulted in part from a growing
realization by broadcasters that CPAs have insights and informa
tion—about taxes, family finances, small business problems,
town budgets, school and church finances and many other sub
jects—of vital importance to their listeners.
Broadcasters are constantly on the lookout for local organi
zations or individuals who, as members of the community can
speak knowledgeably on its behalf, while also providing informa
tion the community can profitably use. CPAs happen to fit those
descriptions.
Broadcasters are under no obligation to grant air time to any
specific group, but they do have to comply with a law requiring
them to devote a fixed amount of time to community organiza
tions in general. Periodically, at license renewal time, each sta
tion's log is examined to determine how adequately it has fulfilled
the obligation to provide such public service programming.
So, how do you make sure that CPAs are among those on the
air waves? To begin with, know your stations and their programs.
Zero in on the types of shows that could use what you have to
offer:
News programs
Documentaries on local issues
"Meet the Press"-type roundtable discussions
Listener-phone-in shows
Johnny Carson-type talk shows
Women's programs
Station editorials (and replies to same)
Business and financial news programs
Specialized interest programs (farm shows, women's
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program s, even sports shows)
Tax advice program s of all types
Having identified the program form ats th at could use infor
m ation CPAs can provide, explore the other side of the equation:
W hat is it you have to offer? Approach this question w ith the
broadcaster’s concerns upperm ost in mind: W hat is it th at he
m ight w ant. And the answer is likely to be: inform ation of in ter
est to his audience—well-founded, useful inform ation about is
sues of current local concern.
That's all th at ever really m atters to an effective, successful
broadcaster—the needs and interests of the people who have
tuned or can be persuaded to tune to his station rath er than lis
tening to some other or not tuning in at all. Above all, he w ants
to take care of his audiences.
So forget about old friendship, free lunches, Christm as re
m em brances, m em bership in the same clubs—none of those will
be as helpful in getting you air time as the validity of the program
m aterial you can supply.
Remember, th e re’s no need to be apologetic when offering
the talents of CPAs, for their knowledge and experience fill areas
of great im portance and interest to the radio or TV audience.

POINTERS FROM N.A.B.
Some other thoughts about radio and television public relations,
offered by the N ational Association of Broadcasters:
■ All types of program m ing, from 90-minute spectaculars down
to brief spot announcem ents, require planning in cooperation
w ith the station.
■ Teamwork is the key to success in any venture.
■ People who w ork in radio and television stations are no differ
ent from people in other businesses, except th at they probably
are m ore pressed for time than most.
■ D on't ju st drop in unannounced. Show the courtesy of tele
phoning first to find out when it would be convenient for you
to call.
■ Once an interview or on-the-air appearance is arranged, be on
time!
■ The clock w aits for no one. An appointm ent or appearance th at
m ust be cancelled because you were late, might well be the last
one you get.
■ Subm it several copies of all m a te ria l. . . and m ake sure the last
one is as legible as the first.
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Don’t overlook the value of prom otion:
■ Spread the w ord among m em bers of your organization of your
radio and television activities.
■ Publish the time and place of each presentation in your regular
publications or in special bulletins.
■ Announce each air appearance at regular or special meetings,
and ask those who attend to pass the w ord along to other m em
bers and their friends.

TELEVISION SUGGESTIONS
■ Check w ith the program or news director on slides, films and
photographs which can be used to 'dem onstrate' your msesage.
■ Make sure copy w ritten to accompany such visual aids ‘fits’
w ith the slide, film or photo shown.
■ Time your copy at a slightly slower pace than for radio. Stan
dard announcem ents for television ru n 10 seconds (about 20
w ords), 20 seconds (40 w ords) and 60 seconds (125 w ords).
■ Provide one slide or photograph for each 10-second spot; two
for a 20 second spot, etc.
■ Keep in m ind th at slides are preferable in m ost cases to photo
graphs. They can be made professionally at m inim um cost.
W hen photographs are used, m atte or dull-surfaces prints are
preferable since glossy prints reflect studio lights.
■ Request retu rn of your visual m aterial if you w ant to preserve
it. Otherwise, it may be throw n away.
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The Speakers
Bureau
Well-prepared, well delivered speeches by members are an excel
lent means of demonstrating to live audiences, often made up of
highly influential individuals, just what kinds of people comprise
the accounting profession.
Many societies operate speakers bureaus to handle bookings,
provide assistance in speech preparation, and follow through on
arrangem ents—making sure the assigned guest is at the right
place on the appointed day. Some speakers bureaus also maintain
a file of "pattern" speeches, from which topics can be selected
that might be of interest to a specific audience.
Pattern speeches can be read by almost anyone, which is
their chief weakness: they do not convey any of the individuality
—the wit, experience and character—of the speaker, himself.
When used, it is better that pattern speeches be assigned in out
line form only, requiring the speaker to flesh them out with his
own knowledge and experience; making them, in effect, his own.
If the speaker is able, it is even better that his speech not be w rit
ten out (although it m ust be carefully thought out) in advance.
This assures spontaneity and a sense of genuine person-to-person
communication which an occasional split infinitive or dangling
participle does nothing to interrupt.
One type of prepared talk that lacks the stilted, "canned"
sound of a pattern speech is the presentation that utilizes slides.
A slide talk is probably more acceptable to both speakers and
audiences because:
1. The audience, with its eyes on the screen, is less aware that
the speech is being read;
2. The fact that the speech must coincide with the slides justi
fies its being read;
3. The speaker can pause occasionally to glance ahead at
what is coming up in his copy, while his audience absorbs
what has just been said, thus making the delivery more
natural;
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4. Most of us are not as fascinating to look at for twenty or
thirty m inutes as are well-selected illustrations th at em
phasize and clarify w hat we are saying.

MATCHING TOPICS, AUDIENCES, SPEAKERS
A successful speakers bureau requires continuing attention—an
unending search for good platform s and for the right people to
fill the engagements arranged. M atching topics w ith audiences
w ith knowledgeable, entertaining speakers is a constant challenge.
You’ll w ant to generate a growing supply of all three elements
—audiences, subjects and speakers. That way you'll have less
trouble in arranging the right fit and putting the profession's—
and your society's—best foot forw ard.
Perhaps the best topics for speeches are those th at are timely
and which give the speaker an opportunity to provide inform a
tion that is useful and interesting to the im m ediate audience. For
a group of small businessmen, for example, a proposed new sales
tax or other upcoming legislation affecting their businesses is of
param ount concern—especially if the speaker, because of his pro
fession or experience, can offer unique insights. A glance at the
front page of any new spaper will produce at least one story—
local, state or national—having im plications about w hich the CPA
is equipped to offer useful observations. There lie the best poten
tial speech topics—in the day's events.
Certainly the CPA does not have all the answers in all sub
ject areas, but frequently his contribution can be merely asking
the right questions, helping his audience deal w ith com munity
issues by first putting those issues in perspective; indicating the
types of inform ation th at should be forthcom ing if a sound de
cision is to be reached.
As a rule, specific inform ation is m ore useful—and interest
ing—than generalities. In a tax talk, for instance, an audience is
likely to be m ore fascinated by news of a p articular credit that
will put $50 in their pockets than by the inform ation th at the
average taxpayer will pay more or less than he did last year. Simi
larly, an audience of students who are considering accounting
careers is probably m ore interested in num bers of job openings,
ranges of salaries, types of assignm ents, chances of prom otion
and other hard facts than in predictions about long-term pros
pects for the profession.
In developing as long a list of good speakers as possible a
state society averts criticism th at it is featuring ju st a few of its
m em bers and is overlooking other equally qualified individuals.
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(This is a criticism th at often can be heard even when appeals for
volunteer speakers are being ignored.)
Requesting volunteers to step forw ard is usually not a satis
factory way to line up a good spokesman. Although the door
should be left open for m embers to offer their speaking services,
it is well to get as good a fix as possible on the makeup of the
audience and its interests, pinpoint a subject w ithin CPAs’ range
of expertise that is timely and of interest to that audience, then go
hunting for the person who can best fill that particular speaking
assignment.

AFTER YOU FIND THE SPEAKER
Identifying the right individual is not terribly difficult; ju st timeconsuming, as you place telephone calls to com m ittee chairm en
and others who might know of someone who is expert in the
special tax problem s of left-handed Rum anian dye-makers. (And
starting all over again when you find th at the perfect choice has
a p rio r com m itm ent.)
Once a suitable—and available—speaker is found, the speak
ers bureau can simply p ut him in touch w ith the program chair
m an of the organization he is to address, or it can make all the
arrangem ents, itself, even to the extent of transporting the
speaker to the auditorium .
In either case, a follow-up telephone call to the program
chairm an after the talk is helpful; it shows him th at you care how
the talk turned out, it gives you an idea of how the subject and
the speaker were received, and it leaves the door open should you
wish to use th at platform again.
Many program chairm en believe CPAs are qualified to speak
about taxes or auditing and little more. Such chairm en should be
given the w ord th at CPAs are not so two-dimensional as they may
imagine—that many of them can discourse on a wide range of
business and financial, or even sociological or political, subjects.
Offering topics other than those so closely identified w ith the
accounting field is likely to result in talks m ore interesting to
audiences . . . and create a m ore helpful public image of the CPA.
To expand the range of its speakers bureau, the Connecticut So
ciety circularized program chairm en of all civic, social, and fra
ternal organizations in the state, notifying them of the availability
of speakers and the subjects on which they were prepared to talk.
An alternative to this is to inform the program chairm en of
subject areas—m unicipal budgets, school finances, current prob
lem areas for small business, family finances, etc.—and let them
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specify the p articular topic they’d like to have discussed.
A speakers bureau is not confined to producing talks by
single individuals. A currently popular form at is the panel dis
cussion, in which several experts discuss various aspects of the
same problem . An example would be a panel discussion of estate
planning featuring a CPA, an insurance broker, a bank tru st offi
cer and a lawyer. The host organization should assume responsi
bility for contacting the various professional organizations to line
up the participants, but it would not be amiss to suggest such
a panel discussion in mailings to program chairm en, nor to men
tion the appropriateness of having a m em ber of your organization
take part.
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Speaking About
Technical
Subjects
The following suggestions for delivering talks on technical sub
jects were extracted from an article by Marvin L. Stone of Stone,
Gray and Company, Denver, Colorado, a former President of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, as well as of
the Colorado Society of CPAs. His comments first appeared in the
Colorado CPA Report.
Use examples freely. A bstract concepts may be much m ore easily
understood if examples are given. These should be tailored to
situations the audience might reasonably be expected to encoun
ter. The use of examples involving millions of dollars to an audi
ence of individuals from very small companies tends to impede,
rath e r than fu rth er comprehension. Similarly, in a discussion of
depreciation to th at same audience, the example might b etter be
office equipm ent or other assets of the type norm ally encountered
by m em bers of the audience rath er than a fifty million dollar
skyscraper.
Give background inform ation. If you are describing a new
section of the income tax code intended to close a loophole, an ex
planation of how the loophole has been used by taxpayers makes
the rationale for closing it m uch m ore understandable. On the
other hand, a com plete explanation of the new section, technically
correct though it may be, may fail to convey a basic u nderstand
ing of w hat the section is intended to accomplish.
Know your assignm ent and follow it. A great many speakers
m ake it painfully clear th at they do not know w hat inform ation
is expected of them. It is im portant th at a speaker know the com
position of his audience. When technical topics are discussed, a
speaker m ust know the degree of his audience’s sophistication;
otherwise, his m aterial m ight prove either too basic or too com
plex. It is not enough for a speaker to know th at he is to discuss
the taxation of real estate foreclosures, for example. The speaker
should determ ine from the people arranging the program
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w hether his talk is intended to 1) give a basic explanation of the
sections involved, 2) discuss unusual applications of the laws
involving foreclosures, 3) discuss current developments in the
interpretation of those laws, or 4) present some com bination of
all three areas.
Give listeners a written outline. W hen discussing technical
m aterial, a w ritten outline in the hands of the audience is ex
trem ely helpful. This can contain many citations and case names
which the speaker then need not repeat.
Examples to be used during the talk should also be included
in the outline, to improve audience com prehension and enhance
the value of the outline for later reference. If you place an outline
in the hands of your audience, let them know if you plan to follow
it, and if you say you are going to follow the outline, do so. If you
skip some portions of the outline (as m ost likely you should if the
outline is sufficiently com prehensive) then lead your listeners
from section to section by letting them know where you are at any
given mom ent. Nothing is m ore annoying to an audience than to
hold w hat p urports to be an outline of the speech b ut be unable to
keep track of the speaker’s progress.
Prepare examples in advance. Examples devised on the spur
of the m om ent are frequently ill-chosen and poorly constructed;
usually they can’t be related w ith the fluency possible when ex
amples have been thought out in advance.

BRINGING THE TALK TO LIFE
Use descriptive titles for the parties described in your examples.
By using descriptive names, rath er than such abstractions as A
and B, the speaker breathes life into his examples and increases
audience perception of the points he is trying to make. In a talk
about family trusts, for instance, one m ight well allude to Grampa
W arbucks (the family p atriarch ), Simple Simon (his spendthrift
son), Medea (Sim on’s social climbing w ife), Abigail (the fam ily’s
m aiden au n t), and Chauncey (Sim on’s ivy league son).
Properly used, names can conjure up meanings in the listen
e r’s m ind that fortify and extend his perception of each example's
meaning.
Once a cast of characters has been described for the first ex
ample, the speaker may often use the same characters for other
examples, m aking them even more m eaningful.
In constructing examples be sure that two or more figures
are not identical. An example which analyzes the sources of a
corporation's income, for instance, can be m uch m ore m eaningful
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if each source reflects a somewhat different dollar total. Let us
assume that the speaker sets the stage for his example by stating
that the im aginary corporation earned dividends of $4,000, rents
of $5,000, and interest of $3,000. Later allusions to the elements in
this example (and to dollar figures arrived at by applying varying
tax rates, etc. to each of them ) can be more readily kept in mind
by the audience than if all carried the same dollar am ount.
Use humor judiciously. Hum or, properly used, can greatly
enhance audience attention and reception, but be very careful it
does not detract from the speaker’s line of thought. Contrived
attem pts at hum or having no bearing on the subject m atter can
actually irritate an audience rath er than solidify rapport. While
m ost successful speakers norm ally use hum or to good advantage,
many accomplish their objectives w ithout any resort to hum or
whatsoever. H um or may be used to good advantage b ut when
applied unskillfully can prove a total bore.
Keep introduction brief. Don’t spend too m uch tim e telling
your listeners w hat you are going to talk about. A brief introduc
tion, setting the stage for w hat is ahead, can be useful, b u t fre
quently speakers spend so much time forecasting w hat is ahead
th at little tim e is left to cover the topic.

LIMIT YOURSELF
Don’t cover too wide an area. Limit the scope of your talk
sufficiently in order th at you may im part something useful to your
audience. Here again, to reiterate a previous suggestion, under
stand the sophistication of your audience and your instructions
as to scope of subject. Even w ithin th at fram ework, exercise
judgm ent in confining the scope still further, limiting your cover
age sufficiently to insure th at you'll leave the audience b etter in
form ed than you found them.
Don’t speak in numbers. Professional people, when speaking
to one another, commonly use section num bers and other jargon
as a type of shorthand. This shorthand can be helpful, b ut only if
the audience is fully conversant w ith the meaning and im port. A
tax talk which relies heavily on Internal Revenue Code section or
subsection num bers is unlikely to be intelligible to m ore than a
handful of any audience, and even those who are fam iliar w ith
IRS section num bers would find their repeated use distracting
and irritating.
Prepare adequately for every speaking engagement. Every
public appearance, no m atter how short, should be undertaken
only after adequate preparation. Even such a seemingly perfunc
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tory duty as introducing another speaker m erits some p rep ara
tion. The best public speakers' m aterial often flows so effortlessly
one would be certain no preparation was needed. But anyone who
has had any experience in public speaking knows th at such fluent
delivery comes only from substantial preparation.
Each of us learns by experience. The public relations po
tential of an outstanding speech by a CPA to an outside group is
inestimable. To fail to realize this potential because of an inept
perform ance is unfortunate. The fact th at a talk is technical, or
th at its subject m atter is complex, need not prevent it from being
as interesting as it is inform ative.
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Products and
Services
Certainly state CPA organizations vary widely in the resources
available for im plem enting a public relations program . If a PR
program is to be effective, however, a state society will have to
develop its PR potential to the maximum, w hatever it may be.
The facilities, services and personnel required are listed be
low. W hether each function will be perform ed by outside counsel,
by staff PR personnel or by non-PR staffers will be determ ined by
the individual society’s capabilities and com m itm ent. In some
cases, direction and control of a project will rem ain w ithin the
state society but outside suppliers will be called upon to provide
elements that go into it.
Leadership, guidance and control. Each element of a PR pro 
gram m ust be coordinated w ith other elements, so th at the pro 
gram follows a consistent pattern, based on society policy. Once
the urgent issues have been identified, m embers of the organiza
tion, when discussing those issues for the organization, should
speak w ith one voice.
Procedures should be established for responding w ithout
excessive delay to emergency situations. Several state societies
have detailed arrangem ents for setting up telephone conference
calls among key officers and for delegating authority to certain
individuals to speak for the organization.
Procedures also are needed for arriving at and publicizing
the organization's position on im portant issues th at are not full
blown emergencies—m unicipal finance practices, for example,
or proposed legislation affecting the profession, school budgets,
tax program s, etc. Why should a state society express a public
position on such m atters? Because such a statem ent identifies
m em bers' areas of expertise and shows CPAs to be concerned
m em bers of the community.
The personnel th at will be needed, then, include:
Individuals who can prepare—if not actual news releases—
at least simple, plain-English explanations to the media of what42

ever it is th a t’s being announced.
Persons who can distribute such information to the media
contact lists, and also process and distribute release m aterials
from the American Institute, including new spaper articles, broad
cast m aterials, films and slide presentations.
Those who can develop and maintain the media contact lists,
adding names as new contacts are established, developing per
sonal relations w ith editors and reporters, identifying those m ost
interested in accounting-related events and supplying them w ith
inform ation, introductions and any other assistance available.
Someone to organize and operate a speaker’s bureau, identi
fying willing and capable speakers and appropriate subjects,
responding to requests from outside organizations and seeking
out platform s th at will show off the profession to advantage.
A person or persons to extend the speakers bureau concept
to the broadcast media, arranging for knowledgeable individuals
to com m ent on timely, new sworthy subjects on panel program s,
talk shows, news program s and docum entaries.
Someone to extend the speakers bureau still further by con
verting speeches into articles and placing them in specialized pub
lications, or w riting up the speeches in news releases for the gen
eral press.
An individual or group to manage and promote relations with
educators, for recruitm ent, via career days, one-on-one program s
to prepare responses to students' letters or phone calls, to circu
late recruitm ent films, slide presentations, posters and literature.
A person who can place in appropriate media, at optim al
cost/effectiveness, any advertising materials the organization
may decide to utilize.

EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL PR COUNSEL
PR Counsel. Outside, professional PR Counsel can be contracted
for on an ongoing, retainer basis, under which the agency is paid a
fixed am ount for its advice, plus additional am ounts for services
provided, or the organization can be hired to handle a specific
project of lim ited duration. Generally, PR agencies are reluctant
to handle routine news releases, such as those reporting meetings
or appointm ents, for example.
It m ust be expected th at newly engaged PR counsel will re
quire a period ranging up to as long as two years to acquaint
themselves with ju st w hat it is your organization and its m embers
do. During th at orientation period the effectiveness of the agency
is likely to be less than total.
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It has been found by some state societies th at PR counselors
are m ore useful when dealing w ith special problem s in areas they
know well: handling special events such as an annual meeting,
or convoying an accountancy act through the legislature.
The Internal PR Staff. Many state societies have added one or
m ore PR professionals to their staffs. This offers the advantages
of:
■ daily contact w ith state society executives
■ intim ate knowledge of the society's day-to-day operation as
well as the needs of the profession
■ availability to society officials at critical times
■ dedication on the p art of the PR person, to whom m ore is at
stake than ju st another account
■ possible availability for assignm ents th at are only indirectly
related to public relations, or even removed from PR entirely.
Printing Services. If you have a PR professional on staff or
under contract, th at individual will assume responsibility for the
technical aspects of needs such as printing, arranging for the
selection of a printing process, preparation of copy, choice of
typefaces, handling of layout, illustrations, etc.
If you do not have a professional at hand, you will have to
depend on the advice of those from whom you purchase printing
services. P rinters are acquainted w ith all the specialists who
operate in their field and related fields and can steer you to per
sons you may need—if they don’t have such specialists on their
own staff.
The advice a p rin ter can provide in such circum stances often
is as valuable as his printing services, so it is well to shop around
and try to find an individual who will have the patience to share
his knowledge w ith you. Such an individual can help determ ine
where your budget is likely to put you on the scale extending from
run-of-the-mill to perfection.
If he begins to use w ords or phrases you don't understand,
tell him so. True, this open approach could lead to your being
victimized, but m ost professionals respond ju st the opposite to
those who place full tru st in their professionalism ; they tend to
do their best for the client who needs them most.

VARIETY OF PRINTING NEEDS
The types of printing work your organization might produce will
depend on your resources, but the possibilities include:
Answer sets. These are responses to public announcem ents
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or ads or invitations you may have placed. An answ er set may
consist solely of a form letter or it could include additional litera
ture. In either case, it should be carefully prepared because it is a
com m unication to the very individuals you have been trying to
reach; an opportunity to bring about the action or decision you
seek.
Leaflets. Less than eight pages—often no m ore than one page,
folded. Useful for putting across a single, uncom plicated message
such as: COME TO THE REGIONAL CONFERENCE, or
SHOULD I CONSIDER AN ACCOUNTING CAREER?
Booklets and brochures. Printed and stitched or stapled little
publications setting forth your society’s code of ethics, perhaps,
or history, or by-laws, or range of m em ber services, em ployment
opportunities, etc.
Posters or bulletins. Single-page broadsides designed for
posting on bulletin boards. An example is the recruiting poster
for high schools.
In producing all such m aterials, as well as news releases,
news letters, and other docum ents, there is an extensive range of
options open—black and w hite or color, offset or letterpress, il
lustrated or solid text, etc. Again, try to find a trustw orthy ad
visor to point you tow ard the optim um your budget will allow.
Photography and photographic services. In virtually all size
able cities and many sm aller ones, professional photographers
are available for assignments by the hour, day or week. Some set
a m inim um period for an engagement, accepting nothing less, for
example, than a four-hour job. In areas where professional free
lance photographers are not available it is often possible to hire
m oonlighting new spaper photographers, or even arrange for paid
photographic services w ith a new spaper's own photo departm ent.
There is usually a distinction between p o rtrait photog
raphers and those who handle news-type assignm ents such as
coverage of a hearing or meeting. Some do both kinds of work,
however.
Rates charged range widely, w ith the upper limits in the
larger cities about $250-350 a day for news-type w ork and $60-100
per sitting for portraits. Color w ork costs somewhat m ore than
black and white.
If you use an individual photographer frequently or regularly
you can often obtain special reduced rates. If the photographer
gets to know ju st w hat sort of pictures you w ant he can take them
m ore quickly, w ith less w aste of his time, film and facilities. An
other advantage of such an arrangem ent is th at a photographer
who knows your exact needs is less likely to disrupt a meeting
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w ith endless popping of flash bulbs. He comes in, takes the shots
you need and leaves.
Most photographers prefer to produce a package of services,
including shooting, developing, making proofs or contact prints,
then producing the enlarged release prints. But if you make prior
arrangem ents w ith the photographer he will generally agree to
tu rn over the exposed negative, allowing you to shop around for
a laboratory th at will give a b etter price on the developing and
printing.
In ordering prints for new spaper use, specify "glossies." For
other purposes, m atte finish is generally preferable.

USEFULNESS OF SLIDES
When photographs are intended to be used as slides, film stock
designed for th a t purpose should be specified. Any photo lab can
handle the processing and m ounting of slides.
In producing film strips or slide talks, the entire package can
be contracted for or you can take on the job yourself, contracting
separately for the various elements. The latter course costs less,
except in term s of the dem ands it makes on your time.
When producing slides in volume, it pays to do some com
parison shopping; quotes can range from 35 cents per slide to
three times that am ount. A simple slide talk, utilizing a manually
operated carousel slide projector may seem prim itive when com
pared to m ore sophisticated systems available, b u t it has several
advantages:
■ It costs less,
■ It injects a live individual into the presentation rath er than a
disem bodied voice, and
■ Everybody has access to an ordinary slide projector, while this
is not always true of the m ore com plicated systems.

SELECTING A SOUND MAN
For the recording of n arratio n for a slide presentation—or for
any other purpose—sound men are available under the same cir
cum stances and at about the same rates as photographers. If
there are no professionals in your com m unity available for as
signments, try a local radio station.
In selecting a sound man, especially for an assignm ent out
side the controlled conditions of the studio, it is advisable to listen
to examples of his work, done on location, as well as to talk to
other organizations th at have used him. Also, the very best qual
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ity recording equipm ent, including microphones, are indispens
able to acceptable sound recording.
The sound m an should visit the recording site in advance to
test acoustics. If they are bad and he cannot take steps to over
come the defects, a com petent professional will recom mend
either that the meeting be moved to another room or th at plans
to m ake sound recordings be abandoned.
As w ith photographers, the sound m an is likely to suggest th at
he be given the contract for m aking quantity dubbings if such are
required. If his price is right, fine, b ut this is another area in
which bids—and quality—can range widely.
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American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10036

Chicago, Illinois
July 13, 1977

National Public Relations Conference participants:
This package contains most of the ingredients for our initial
State Society Public Relations Campaign. As you will see,
it includes news releases, radio and TV spots, suggested
interviews, slide talks and specific counsel to state societies
on effective public relations techniques.
The campaign is scheduled to start September 1, 1977; the
initial phase presents the CPA as an Adviser to Business.
On October 1 the campaign shifts over to the CPA as Adviser
to Government and on November 1 to the CPA as Adviser to
The Family. This initial campaign terminates at the end of
November, and is to be followed by a new campaign on tax prep
aration, which will be packaged and sent to you well in advance.

This entire effort represents the first time the Institute
and State Societies have collaborated on a national program
of public relations. AICPA has committed itself to pro
viding the materials required for such a national effort.
State societies will implement the program, which means they
will provide the manpower to organize and carry out the local
effort according to a timetable that will be coordinated with
other societies. With every state society mounting its local
campaign, this will be a concerted national effort. This
assures a maximum exposure and should have an appreciable
impact on the public.
Out of this will come a deeper public
understanding of what CPAs do.
Collaboration of all state societies
of the program. You will observe in
Form, which should be filled out and
Information received will enable the
back to societies to help each carry
program.

is critical to the success
this package a Reporting
returned to AICPA.
AICPA to pass information
out an effective localized

The Public Relations Coordination Subcommittee

J. Paul Finnegan, Chairman
Robert A. Bogan, Jr.
James R. Brandt
Jack Brooks
Jeannette M. Cochrane
Lollie B. Coward
Joseph Sperstad
Samuel H. Tannebaum
Jon D. Wheeler

Bradford E. Smith

INTRODUCTION

A NATIONAL PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM

HOW IT BEGAN

In reviewing the overall public relations efforts
and needs of the profession, two general conclusions have been

reached:

1.

To achieve maximum effectiveness a public

relations program must be organized and
coordinated on a national basis.

2.

The actual implementation of public relations

activities must be carried out principally
at the state and local levels through a con

tinuing stream of varied activities

aimed at raising the general level of public

awareness and esteem for the profession.

In the past the AICPA has not attempted to organize
and oversee a well-developed national program for implementation
largely through the state societies.

Some efforts have been

directed toward providing materials to the state societies to
minimize duplication of costs but these have not been part of

a comprehensive, concerted approach to the profession’s needs.

The lack of a grass roots effort was the result in part of a

notion that some unique form of public relations implementation

at the national level would achieve a magic result.

We now

hold the view that there are no unique types of programs that
will provide a quick and easy solution to the profession’s

image problems.

We believe that the answer lies in
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engaging intensively in all of the familiar and less spectac

ular activities which comprise the conventional approach to
public relations.

This means harnessing the participation of

thousands of CPAs in carrying out public relations projects
at the local level.

To be effective their work must be well-

organized, coordinated and closely monitored to assure that
everyone does his part.

A PROPOSED PROGRAM

For the foregoing reasons the Public Relations
Coordination Subcommittee is mounting a comprehensive nation-wide

program, a cooperative venture of the Institute and the State

Societies, combining the resources of all to work toward a

common objective on behalf of the entire profession.

Essentially it is proposed that the program consist of:

1.

Routine exploitation by the state societies of
publicity opportunities stemming from local
activities.

Suggestions along this line are

included in a public relations manual and cover

such things as preparing press releases, responding
to news events, answering newsmen’s questions

and arranging and filling speaking dates.

2.

A continuing stream of thematic public relations
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campaigns, with integrated materials on each
theme prepared by the AICPA for the use of all
state societies.

These campaigns will be

prepared after joint consultation and will have
specified timetables, and strategies tailored

to the subject.

Each theme will be aimed at

solidifying public impressions about one aspect

of the CPA's role in society.
This approach offers far greater potential
for impacting upon the public, and as a unified,

cooperative effort is likely to generate consid
erably more public relations awareness and ac

tivity on the part of individual CPAs.

3.

A reporting system for sharing results of indi
vidual society efforts will be coordinated by

the AICPA to ensure that each society benefits

from the experiences of others and has an oppor
tunity to exchange ideas and techniques which
prove useful.
ROLE OF THE STATE SOCIETIES

As part of the over-all program the state societies'
role includes the following:
1.

Information Services and Press Relations -Prepare and disseminate news releases on meetings,
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elections, awards and similar events.

Main

tain mailing lists for all local media.

De

velop techniques for arranging and participating

in interviews by media.

Handle newsmen’s

request for information.

2.

Speakers Bureau -Develop contacts with service groups, schools,
business and professional organizations to take
advantage of opportunities for members to ad
dress the public.

Attract member participation.

Arrange for speakers.
visuals.

3.

Provide talks and

Handle publicity on talks given.

Special Events --

Develop programs, meetings, seminars and other

activities to extend CPA exposure in the com
munity.

Plan meetings, schedule speakers and

handle publicity.

4.

National Theme Campaigns --

Utilize and implement thematic materials and
campaigns developed and distributed by the AICPA

under guidance of the Public Relations Coordina

tion Subcommittee.
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5.

Reporting -Submit regular reports of public relations
activities for compilation of a national report.

6.

Facilities -Provide facilities for typing, duplicating or
printing and mailing news releases, leaflets,
brochures and other copy.

The capability for deploying the necessary personnel
and resources for an effective campaign will vary state to

state.

Nevertheless all societies will be expected to carry

out the above responsibilities to the best of their abilities.

Each society is urged to allocate an appropriate amount of
staff time and resources to the program and to establish a

public relations committee if one doesn't already exist.
THE ROLE OF THE AICPA
The AICPA will continue its present programs for

reaching the mass audience through activities at the national

level.

In addition, however, the Institute will assume a

major role in furthering a national public relations effort

to be implemented by the societies.

Toward this end it will:

Develop model programs for societies
Draft news releases, features and other editorial

matter
Design special events
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Publish leaflets, flyers and brochures
Prepare outlines and write speeches
Provide photographs where appropriate

Provide a public relations manual for use by
staffs, chapters and committees
Provide on a regular basis a calendar of
significant events
Provide regular reports on the total program to
keep all informed of new projects and developments

Provide an editorial service to assist societies
with the preparation of news releases, articles,
booklets, flyers or similar materials.

Monitor and report the results of the public
relations activities of all societies.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM

The program will be under the guidance and coordin

ation of the Public Relations Coordination Subcommittee and
the Institute’s Public Relations staff.

As the opening salvo in the National Public Relations

Program for State Societies, we offer a campaign presenting
The CPA as Professional Advisor to Business,

Government and the Family
This program will begin September 1, and run to
December 1, 1977.

The role a CPA plays in gathering information,
assessing its usefulness and determining how best to apply it
to existing circumstances are emphasized and illustrated in

various ways in the PR material that follows.

PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDINATION SUBCOMMITTEE
*
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BUSINESSSlide Talk

SOME TIMELY QUESTIONS
FOR SMALL BUSINESS

Script of a 15-minute slide talk
for presentation by a CPA before
a small-business audience

"Some Timely Questions For Small Business"
LIST OF SLIDES

Slide 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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18.
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List of Reasons for Failure
Second List
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List of Common Causes, All Lists
Items Blaming Poor Accounting
Samples of Company Records
More Samples of Records
Incomplete, Sloppy Record
Cartoon: Shortage of Capital
Fortune Magazine Cover
Drawing of Capitol Dome
Balance Sheet and Income Statement
List of Ways to Finance Internally
Cartoon: Searching in File Cabinet
13-period Calendars, 1977-78
Cartoon: Businessman Under Siege
Cartoon: Businessman with Corporate Shield
List of Benefits of Incorporation
List of Requirements for Corporations
Cartoon: IRS With Magnifying Glass
Cartoon: Hitting Wall Labeled "Taxes"
List of Decisions Affected by Taxes
Cartoon: Colored Glasses Labeled "Taxes"
Income Tax Deposit Form
Cartoon: Different Types of Employees
List of Rules for Self-Employed Salesmen
Form 1099
N.Y. State Out-of-State Sales Tax Form
Form 1040 and Supporting Documents
Same as 29, With Diary Added
Diary Opened
Cartoon: Let the Company Pay
Data Needed on Foreign Conventions
Cartoon: Businessman Behind Insurance Wall
Insurance Policies: $500,000 Deductible
Cartoon: Judge Hits Businessman
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(COMMENTS BEFORE THE SLIDES BEGIN)
A best selling book of a few years ago -- later made
into a Broadway musical and then into a movie — was called

"How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."

I’d like to explore the same subject here, but without
the jokes, without the songs and dances, and especially without

the reference to not trying.
For those of you who may not have a clear picture of

just what it is that CPAs do, let me take a moment to explain that
our main services to businesses and business people lie primarily

in four major areas:

Accounting — setting up and supervising a

company’s system of accounts, including controls, reporting pro

cedures and so on...Auditing, which is going over the financial
statements prepared by corporations or other entities and attesting
that they adhere to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
(A somewhat related service is reviewing the unaudited statements

of unincorporated or closely-held companies)... Tax Practice, which
includes not only tax filing but tax planning, as well...and

Management Advisory Services, which can range all over the lot,

from budgeting to personnel training.

In times like these, a person — or a group of persons -who can keep a small business going deserves all the admiration

we can muster.

Do you know that in each of the last three years

there were twice as many bankruptcies as in 1932, the worst year
of the Great Depression?

Those who didn't go under in '74 or ’75

or ’76 have reason to be proud they survived.
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(SLIDE PRESENTATION BEGINS)

Perhaps the way to find out how to succeed in business
is to look at why companies fail.
A recent government analysis (slide 1) gave these reasons:

•

Inadequate Accounting Systems

•

Poor locations, and

•

Lack of Marketing Skills

An accounting firm looked at the same question and came
up (slide 2) with only one of the same reasons.

The CPA firm

agreed that inadequate accounting data was a prime factor, but de
cided that other leading causes of bankruptcy are:
•

Lack of a capital budget -- a plan
for acquiring and utilizing the funds
each business requires.

•

Inadequate provisions for contingencies

•

Lack of in-depth management skills, and

•

Excessive inventory

Well, those are two lists of reasons; here’s (slide 3)
a third -- an analysis of nearly 11,000 business failures by Dun

& Bradstreet.

75 percent of those companies were small, and Dun

& Bradstreet’s estimate is that the underlying causes for their
going under were:

•

Incompetence

•

Lack of experience

•

Neglect

•

Fraud, and

•

Disaster

-3At first glance, this seems confusing -- all these

seemingly unrelated reasons being given for bankruptcy.
actually,

But

(slide 4) a number of supposedly different reasons

are really the same reasons described in different terms:

Incompetence, Lack of Experience, Lack of Marketing Skills,
Lack of in-depth management skills -- those all boil down to
about the same thing.

But what I, as (slide 5) a CPA found interesting is

that two of the lists carried inadequacy of the accounting
system as the Number One cause of failure.

The accounting system — (slide 6) how you record the
various activities of the firm:

purchases, sales, orders, trades,

production achieved, services performed -- (slide 7) everything
needed for payrolls, taxes, pricing and much more; an adequate

accounting system will tell you just about anything you need to

know about what is going on in your organization.
An adequate accounting system is one that provides up-

to-the-minute, detailed, accurate and tamper-proof information.

And the reason it is so essential is obvious:

(slide 8) infor

mation that is late, rough, full of errors or being manipulated

is worse than no information at all.
But to go on, another leading cause of business failure
(slide 9) is inadequate provision for obtaining and utilizing

capital.

As many of you are aware, I am sure, problems with

capital formation and utilization are not confined to businesses

about to collapse; even many very (slide 10) successful companies

have trouble these days laying their hands on capital they could
utilize in a highly effective fashion, for the benefit of all, if

they could get it.

-4There has been talk (slide 11) in Washington for more

than a year of various proposals for solving this problem, but
all of these plans continue to be mostly talk.

There was

virtually nothing in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 to help ease the

capital shortage.

Although the capital bind is being discussed

in Congress with increasing urgency, I have read little to suggest
that any significantly helpful action can be expected from that

quarter in the near future.

Incidentally, the matter of capital formation is not

unrelated to (slide 12) adequate accounting systems, for without
sound accounting systems you’re not likely to be able to raise
much capital when it does become available; sources of capital
are wary of businesses that keep their accounts in a shoe box.

And good accounting is useful not only for borrowing or
obtaining equity financing,

(slide 13) it can also point to ways

of raising funds from your own resources -- through the factoring
of accounts receivable, perhaps, or through credit from suppliers,
or by setting up an Employee Stock Ownership Plan, or utilizing

cash reserves.

(slide 14) It goes without saying that you can’t

tap resources if you don’t know they are there.
In order to get a useful, continuous picture of the

state of their affairs, some companies are organizing their accounts

on the basis (slide 15) of a 13-period fiscal year.

Without

advocating this system, let me explain briefly what it is.

In

order to get a clearer comparison of this period with the last one without distortion caused by the fact that March first might fall
on a Sunday this year but fell on Wednesday last year -- companies

forget about calendar months and adopt a year of 13 periods of
28 days each.

That way each day and week of any period can be

-5compared with the same day or week of the same period last year
and conclusions can thus be drawn that have some validity and

usefulness.

Because 13 28-day periods add up to only 364 days,

every five or six years an extra week is added to the last period
of the year.
(slide 16) What are some other weapons available to a

small business to protect its flanks in these uncertain days?

At one time or another every small businessman considers (slide 17)

incorporating and he should — he should consider it, that is,
along with his lawyer and his financial advisers.

With the adoption of Keogh pension plans and the
Individual Retirement Account, one of the big attractions of

incorporation has been lost, but there are still (slide 18) plenty
of other advantages for some people:

limited liability of course,

medical insurance that’s free to the individual, or life insurance.
As I say, it’s well worth looking into.

Maybe a Subchapter S

Corporation, with its system for taxing income only once, is

what you need.

Investigate!

But in pondering the matter, don't forget that cor
porations (slide 19) have their own special rules.

If you don’t

hold regular directors’ meetings and keep minutes, if you don’t
obtain authorization for purchases or the taking of a loan and

if you don’t perform all the other required paperwork, Internal
Revenue could decide it is a sham corporation and tax company

earnings as your personal income.

Needless to say, incorporation

is a legal step, which means you will want to talk over its ad

visability with your lawyer.

-6Another thing to remember about corporations is that

(slide 20)IRS looks closely at salaries taken by owners of small
incorporated businesses and, if it decides they are unreasonable,

treats the excess as dividends, which means they are taxed both
to the company, as dividends, and again to the individual, as
income.

Also, it is tightening up on the tax deductibility of

fringe benefits -- threatening, in fact, to virtually eliminate
many of them.
But let’s take a closer look at what is always a make-

or-break situation for the small businessman, (slide 21) taxes.
No matter what business you're in, no matter how big
or small your operation may be, tax considerations hang over every
decision you make.

And if, in deciding to buy or sell,

(slide 22)

to move, to try something new, to expand or cut back, if in making

any decision you do not consider the tax angles, I suggest you are
making a serious mistake.

That is not to say that tax considerations should be the
(slide 23) deciding ones; they rarely are.
be kept in mind.

But they should always

Taxes color everything.

Whenever you are offered an unusual financial "opportunity”
for example, the danger is not just that the proposition might be

questionable; it could be perfectly legitimate but have tax con

sequences that make it unprofitable.
What else should be said about taxes for small businesses?
Well, employers (slide 24) who fail to withhold and turn over

federal income taxes taken from employees' pay checks can be liable

for a penalty of up to 100 percent of the taxes owed.
penalty ever enforced?
more than 10,000 times.

You bet.

Is the

In one recent 12-month period,

-7(slide 25) A big current tax woe for most small

businessmen is keeping track of who is an employee and who is
an independent contractor, then withholding or not withholding

taxes accordingly.

Many workers who formerly operated as independent
contractors are being relabeled employees by the IRS and their
paychecks made subject to tax withholding and Social Security.

The guidelines haven’t been firmly set yet, but you might obtain
a hint of what government policy is from the rules covering

To qualify as selfemployed, a salesman must (slide 26)

salesmen.

be:
•

Free to sell the products of more than one

company

•

Paid by commission only, with no guarantee

•

Able to set his own territory and work

schedule; and
•

Not compensated for his expenses

(slide 27)

Firms that make small interest or dividend

payments and ignore the requirement that they file Form 1099s

with IRS, reporting payment of that taxable income, should consider
mending their ways.

IRS is now strictly enforcing the law that

imposes a $5 penalty for each failure to report via the 1099 any

interest or dividend payment of $10 or more.

(slide 28)

Many small businesses also fail to collect

sales taxes levied by a state other than their own.

If your com

pany doesn’t have a representative in that other state you may be

all right; then the customer is responsible for seeing that the
tax is paid.

Otherwise, you could be.
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(slide 29) On your own personal tax return, if you
expect to claim substantial tax deductions for business-related

travel and entertainment expenses next year, better have documen

tation of each expenditure, prepared at the time the money was
spent.

(slide 30) If it's a diary, entries should have been

made day-by-day.

Monthly summaries, says IRS, won’t do.

Travel and entertainment expenses for business pur

poses get the closest scrutiny from IRS.

(slide 31) Be ready

to prove that each expense was actually incurred and also that
the money was spent for a reasonable business purpose.
IRS requires exact dates, places, business relation

ships with those entertained, the business purpose of each enter

tainment, and receipts.

The day of the so-called fringe benefit,

as I said, appears to be on the way out; if an expense isn't

incurred expressly for the business, it is unlikely to be de
ductible.
(slide 32) The best way to handle business-related

expenses, if possible, is to channel them through the business.
If it’s a legitimate business expense, why shouldn’t the business

pay it and keep records of it?

takes the position:

For closely-held companies, IRS

’’You say it’s a business expense and you own

the company; tell the company to pay it.

(slide 33)

Otherwise, no deduction.”

When attending conventions outside the

country, ask the sponsoring organization for a signed statement
which includes a schedule of business activities of each convention

day, the number of hours of business-related activities you
attended each day, and other pertinent information.

Under the new

tax law, if you can’t show that it was predominantly a business trip,
the tax deductions will be reduced.

Also, no more than two foreign

conventions a year can bring deductions.
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(slide 34) Another expense item giving many small
businesses trouble these days is insurance.

For some types of

insurance, costs have gone so high businessmen wonder if they

can afford it.

The answer to that question is:

go over your

insurance program carefully with your insurance broker; make

sure you're adequately covered where you need it; if necessary
shift premiums from less important areas to those areas where
you simply have to be protected -- especially against the big
crunch.

(slide 35) Larger corporations frequently cut their
casualty insurance rates sharply by taking a high deductible -absorbing as much as the first $500,000 of losses, themselves.
The theory behind this practice is that if insurers are to pay

for the routine, small claims that are almost certain to occur,
they must charge a premium equal to about twice the amount of

the claims.

The insured saves money be meeting those losses,

out of its own pocket, and insuring only against the big risks.
What constitutes a "big” risk will vary, of course, with each

company's individual circumstances.
(slide 36) Professional and business people are
being sued for so many things these days that most of us are

spending large sums on personal liability insurance.

You’ll be

glad to know, if you don’t already, that Internal Revenue Service
has ruled such premiums can be considered ordinary and necessary

business expenses.
(SLIDE OFF-HOUSE LIGHTS UP)

Incidentally, if you have wondered what exactly is meant

by that phrase, ’’necessary business expense,” a federal judge re
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cently defined it as one that would be incurred by a hard-headed

businessman not for the purpose of avoiding taxes but as a
practical business matter.
And now, as a practical business matter -- since most

of you have businesses you have to get back to -- I’m going to
make the hard-headed decision to sit down.

Thank you.

SLIDE TALK OUTLINE

SOME TIMELY QUESTIONS

FOR SMALL BUSINESS

OUTLINE
15-minute slide talk
for presentation by a CPA
before a small-business audience
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own words.)
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(COMMENTS BEFORE SLIDES BEGIN)

Best selling musical - "How to Succeed in Business Without Really
Trying.” - Exploring same subject here, but
no songs, dances or reference to not trying.

First, what CPAs do:
Accounting
Auditing
Tax Practice
Management Advisory Services
Reason to be proud if still in business.
'76 more numerous than in 1932.
Lets look at why companies fail.
ment analysis:

Bankruptcies in'74, '75,

First (SLIDE 1) a recent govern

Inadequate Accounting Systems
Poor locations
Lack of marketing skills

An accounting firm's analysis:

(SLIDE 2)

Poor accounting
Lack of capital budget
Poor Provision for Contingencies
No in-depth management skills
Excessive Inventory

Third (SLIDE 3) an analysis of 11,000 cos. -- mostly small -- by
Dun & Bradstreet:
Incompetence
Lack of experience
Neglect
Fraud
Disaster

Seems Confusing but isn’t really; (SLIDE 4) Many of the reasons
boil down to no ability.
But as a CPA, I found interesting (SLIDE 5) that lack of good
accounting topped 2 lists:

What is an accounting system?

(SLIDE 6)

How you record various activities (SLIDE 7)
Everything you need to know to keep the
organization moving.
Good system is up-to-minute,
detailed
accurate
tamperproof

-2Reason it is essential is obvious (SLIDE 8)

Info, that's late, rough, wrong or
being manipulated worse than nothing.
Another reason given for failure was (SLIDE 9)
inadequate provision for getting and using capital.
This problem not confined to small companies on those
in trouble.
(SLIDE 10) Even big successful firms having trouble
laying hands on needed capital.

Talk in Washington (SLIDE 11) about easing capital bind, but
no significant action in sight.
Capital formation not unrelated to adequate accounting; (SLIDE 12)
without good accounting, sources of capital not likely to be forth
coming.
Good accounting useful for borrowing or getting equity financing,
but also can point to internal (SLIDE 13) sources of funds:

factoring
credit from suppliers
ESOP
Cash reserves
(SLIDE 14) Can’t tap resources if don't know they're there.
For useful, continuous comparison (SLIDE 15) with previous period,
some companies use 13-period fiscal calendar.
(Without advocating,
explain.)

Other weapons (SLIDE 16) for business to protect its flanks?
One widely used (SLIDE 17) is incorporation.
Talk to your lawyer and accountant about it.

(SLIDE 18) Some of big advantages of incorporation now gone but
still has some:
limited liability
medical or life insurance
easier disposability
tax breaks under Subchapter S.

Investigate!

-3But don't forget, corporations (SLIDE 19) have special rules.

Reg. meetings with minutes
Authorizations required
Paperwork

Also, (SLIDE 20) IRS may decide high salary is a dividend and
tax twice.
Another (SLIDE 21) make or break situations: taxes.

No matter (SLIDE 22) what you do, consider tax consequences.

Shouldn't be deciding factor (SLIDE 23) but taxes color every
thing. Proposition may be good one in every way but taxes make
it NG.
Other tax information for small business.
(SLIDE 24) Must be
sure to withhold income taxes or face penalty up to 100 percent
of taxes owed.
Is it enforced? 10,000 times in one recent
12-month period.
(SLIDE 25) Big current tax woe is keeping track of who is
employee and who independent contractor and withholding accordingly.
For salesmen (SLIDE 26) they're self-employed if they:

Can
Are
Set
Are

handle products of other companies
paid by commission only
own territory and work schedule
not paid for expenses.

If you make (SLIDE 27) small interest or dividend payments, IRS
now enforcing $5 penalty for failing to file a 1099 on payment
of $10 or more.
(SLIDE 28) As to sales taxes for other states, if you don't have
a representative or office in the state you're probably OK customer is responsible for tax.

(SLIDE 29) On your personal income tax return, watch those T & E
expenses.
Document every expenditure.
(SLIDE 30) If it's a diary, make entries daily!
(SLIDE 31) Be ready to prove each expense was actually incurred
and for a legitimate business purpose. Exact dates, places,
business relationships, receipts.

(SLIDE 32) Best way is to channel such expenses through the company.
IRS says, if it's your company and it's a legitimate business
expense, let the company pay.
(SLIDE 33) Regarding foreign conventions: get necessary data from
sponsors. Also gather other evidence; new rules tougher. (Spell out)
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(SLIDE 34) Let’s talk insurance -- a big item these days.
with your broker; cover the really important areas.

Review

(SLIDE 35) Larger corporations absorb small and moderate losses to
cut premiums.
Form of self-insurance .
(SLIDE 36) Liability insurance premiums are considered ordinary
business expenses. What is ordinary business expenses? Judge
has found it is one a hardheaded business man would consider
a practical business matter.

Thank you.

SOME TIMELY QUESTIONS
FOR SMALL BUSINESS

Script of a 15-minute slide-tape
for presentation by a CPA before
a small-business audience, with
question-and-answer session at the
conclusion.
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Some questions answered; Are there any more?

-1(TAPE BEGINS WITH SLIDE 1 -- TITLE -- ON THE SCREEN)
VOICE:

A best-selling book of a few years ago -- later

made into a Broadway musical and then into a movie -- (SLIDE 2)

was called "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."
I’d like to explore the same subject here, but without

the jokes, without the songs and dances, and especially without
the reference to not trying.

For those of you who may not have a (SLIDE 3) clear

picture of just what it is that CPAs do, let me take a moment to
explain that our main services to businesses and business people

lie primarily in four major areas:

(SLIDE 4) Accounting --

setting up and supervising a company’s system of accounts, in
cluding controls, reporting procedures and so on...

(SLIDE 5)

Auditing, which is going over the financial statements prepared
by corporations or other entities and attesting that they adhere

to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.

(A somewhat related

service is reviewing the unaudited statements of unincorporated

or closely-held companies)...

(SLIDE 6) Tax Practice, which in

cludes not only tax filing but tax planning, as well...and

(SLIDE 7) Management Advisory Services, which can range all over
the lot, from budgeting to personnel training.

In times (SLIDE 8) like these, a person -- or a group
of persons -- who can keep a small business going deserves all the

admiration we can muster.

Do you know that in each of the last

three years there were twice as many bankruptcies as in 1932, the
worst year of the Great Depression?

Those who didn't go under

in ’74 or ’75 or ’76 have reason to be proud they survived.

(SLIDE 9) Perhaps the way to find out how to succeed in

business is to look at why companies fail.

-2A recent government analysis gave these reasons:
•

Inadequate Accounting Systems

•

Poor locations, and

•

Lack of Marketing Skills

An accounting firm looked at the same question and came
up (SLIDE 10) with only one of the same reasons.

The CPA firm

agreed that inadequate accounting data was a prime factor, but
decided that other leading causes of bankruptcy are:

•

Lack of a capital budget -- a plan
for acquiring and utilizing the funds

each business requires.
•

Inadequate provisions for contingencies

•

Lack of in-depth management skills, and

•

Excessive inventory

Well, those are two lists of reasons; here’s (SLIDE 11)
a third -- an analysis of nearly 11,000 business failures by Dun
& Bradstreet.

75 percent of those companies were small, and Dun

& Bradstreet’s estimate is that the underlying causes for their
going under were:
•

Incompetence

•

Lack of experience

•

Neglect

•

Fraud, and

•

Disaster

At first glance, this seems confusing -- all these
seemingly unrelated reasons being given for bankruptcy.

But

actually, (SLIDE 12) a number of supposedly different reasons
are really the same reasons described in different terms:

incom
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petence, lack of experience, lack of marketing skills, lack of
in-depth management skills -- those all boil down to about the

same thing.

But what I, as (SLIDE 13) a CPA found interesting is
that two of the lists carried inadequacy of the accounting

system as the Number One cause of failure.
The accounting system -- (SLIDE 14) how you record the
various activities of the firm:

purchases, sales, orders, trades,

production achieved, services performed -- (SLIDE 15) everything

needed for payrolls, taxes, pricing and much more; an adequate
accounting system will tell you just about anything you need to

know about what is going on in your organization.
An adequate accounting system is one that provides upto-the-minute, detailed, accurate and tamper-proof information.

And the reason it is so essential is obvious:

(SLIDE 16) infor

mation that is late, rough, full of errors or being manipulated

is worse than no information at all.
But to go on, another leading cause of business failure

(SLIDE 17) is inadequate provision for obtaining and utilizing

capital.

As many of you are aware, I am sure, problems with

capital formation and utilization are not confined to businesses

about to collapse; even many very (SLIDE 18) successful companies
have trouble these days laying their hands on capital they could

utilize in a highly effective fashion, for the benefit of all,
if they could get it.

There has been talk (SLIDE 19) in Washington for more
than a year of various proposals for solving this problem, but
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all of these plans continue to be mostly talk.

There was

virtually nothing in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 to help ease the
capital shortage.

Although the capital bind is being discussed

in Congress with increasing urgency, I have read little to suggest

that any significantly helpful action can be expected from that

quarter in the near future.
Incidentally, the matter of capital formation is not

unrelated to (SLIDE 20) adequate accounting systems, for without
sound accounting systems you're not likely to be able to raise

much capital when it does become available; sources of capital
are wary of businesses that keep their accounts in a shoe box.
And good accounting is useful not only for borrowing or

obtaining equity financing, (SLIDE 21) it can also point to ways
of raising funds from your own resources -- through the factoring

of accounts receivable, perhaps, or through credit from suppliers,
or by setting up an Employee Stock Ownership Plan, or utilizing
cash reserves.

(SLIDE 22) It goes without saying that you can’t

tap resources if you don’t know they are there.

In order to get a useful, continuous picture of the
state of their affairs, some companies are organizing their accounts
on the basis (SLIDE 23) of a 13-period fiscal year.

Without

advocating this system, let me explain briefly what it is.

In

order to get a clearer comparison of this period with the last one -

without distortion caused by the fact that March first might fall
on a Sunday this year but fell on Wednesday last year — companies
forget about calendar months and adopt a year of 13 periods of

28 days each.

That way each day and week of any period can be
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compared with the same day or week of the same period last year
and conclusions can thus be drawn that have some validity and

usefulness.

Because 13 28-day periods add up to only 364 days,

every five or six years an extra week is added to the last period

of the year.

(SLIDE 24) What are some other weapons available to a
small business to protect its flanks in these uncertain days?
At one time or another every small businessman considers (SLIDE 25)
incorporating and he should — he should consider it, that is,

along with his lawyer and his financial advisers.

With the adoption of Keogh pension plans and the
Individual Retirement Account, one of the big attractions of

incorporation has been lost, but there are still (SLIDE 26) plenty
of other advantages for some people:

limited liability of course,

medical insurance that’s free to the individual, or life insurance.

As I say, it’s well worth looking into.

Maybe a Subchapter S

Corporation, with its system for taxing income only once, is
what you need.

Investigate.’

But in pondering the matter, don't forget that cor

porations (SLIDE 27) have their own special rules.

If you don’t

hold regular directors’ meetings and keep minutes, if you don’t

obtain authorization for purchases or the taking of a loan and
if you don’t perform all the other required paperwork, Internal
Revenue could decide it is a sham corporation and tax company

earnings as your personal income.

Needless to say, incorporation

is a legal step, which means you will want to talk over its ad
visability with your lawyer.
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Another thing to remember about corporations is that
(SLIDE 28)IRS looks closely at salaries taken by owners of small
incorporated businesses and, if it decides they are unreasonable,
treats the excess as dividends, which means they are taxed both

to the company, as dividends, and again to the individual, as

income.

Also, it is tightening up on the tax deductibility of

fringe benefits -- threatening, in fact, to virtually eliminate

many of them.
But let's take a closer look at what is always a makeor-break situation for the small businessman, (SLIDE 29) taxes.

No matter what business you're in, no matter how big

or small your operation may be, tax considerations hang over every

decision you make.

And if, in deciding to buy or sell,

(SLIDE 30)

to move, to try something new, to expand or cut back, if in making
any decision you do not consider the tax angles, I suggest you are

making a serious mistake.
That is not to say that tax considerations should be the

(SLIDE 31) deciding ones; they rarely are.
be kept in mind.

But they should always

Taxes color everything.

Whenever you are offered an unusual financial "opportunity"

for example, the danger is not just that the proposition might be

questionable; it could be perfectly legitimate but have tax con
sequences that make it unprofitable.

What else should be said about taxes for small businesses?

Well, employers (SLIDE 32) who fail to withhold and turn over
federal income taxes taken from employees' pay checks can be liable

for a penalty of up to 100 percent of the taxes owed.

penalty ever enforced?
more than 10,000 times.

You bet.

Is the

In one recent 12-month period,

-7-

(SLIDE 33) A big current tax woe for most small

businessmen is keeping track of who is an employee and who is

an independent contractor, then withholding or not withholding
taxes accordingly.
Many workers who formerly operated as independent

contractors are being relabeled employees by the IRS and their
paychecks made subject to tax withholding and Social Security.

The guidelines haven’t been firmly set yet, but you might obtain
a hint of what government policy is from the rules covering

To qualify as selfemployed, a salesman must (SLIDE 34)

salesmen.

be:
•

Free to sell the products of more than one
company

•

Paid by commission only, with no guarantee

•

Able to set his own territory and work

schedule; and
•

Not compensated for his expenses

(SLIDE 35)

Firms that make small interest or dividend

payments and ignore the requirement that they file Form 1099s

with IRS, reporting payment of that taxable income, should consider

mending their ways.

IRS is now strictly enforcing the law that

imposes a $5 penalty for each failure to report via the 1099 any
interest or dividend payment of $10 or more.
(SLIDE 36)

Many small businesses also fail to collect

sales taxes levied by a state other than their own.

If your com

pany doesn’t have a representative in that other state you may be

all right; then the customer is responsible for seeing that the

tax is paid.

Otherwise, you could be.

-8-

(SLIDE 37) On your own personal tax return, if you
expect to claim substantial tax deductions for business-related

travel and entertainment expenses next year, better have documen
tation of each expenditure, prepared at the time the money was

spent.

(SLIDE 38) If it’s a diary, entries should have been

made day-by-day.

Monthly summaries, says IRS, won’t do.

Travel and entertainment expenses for business pur

poses get the closest scrutiny from IRS.

(SLIDE 39) Be ready

to prove that each expense was actually incurred and also that
the money was spent for a reasonable business purpose.
IRS requires exact dates, places, business relation

ships with those entertained, the business purpose of each enter
tainment, and receipts.

The day of the so-called fringe benefit,

as I said, appears to be on the way out; if an expense isn’t
incurred expressly for the business, it is unlikely to be de

ductible .
(SLIDE 40) The best way to handle business-related
expenses, if possible, is to channel them through the business.

If it’s a legitimate business expense, why shouldn’t the business
pay it and keep records of it?

takes the position:

For closely-held companies, IRS

"You say it's a business expense and you own

the company; tell the company to pay it.

(SLIDE 41)

Otherwise, no deduction.”

When attending conventions outside the

country, ask the sponsoring organization for a signed statement

which includes a schedule of business activities of each convention

day, the number of hours of business-related activities you
attended each day, and other pertinent information.

Under the new

tax law, if you can’t show that it was predominantly a business trip,

the tax deductions will be reduced.

Also, no more than two foreign

conventions a year can bring deductions.

-9(SLIDE 42) Another expense item giving many small

businesses trouble these days is insurance.

For some types of

insurance, costs have gone so high businessmen wonder if they

can afford it.

The answer to that question is:

go over your

insurance program carefully with your insurance broker; make
sure you’re adequately covered where you need it; if necessary

shift premiums from less important areas to those areas where

you simply have to be protected — especially against the big

crunch.
(SLIDE 43) Larger corporations frequently cut their
casualty insurance rates sharply by taking a high deductible —

absorbing as much as the first $500,000 of losses, themselves.
The theory behind this practice is that if insurers are to pay
for the routine, small claims that are almost certain to occur,

they must charge a premium equal to about twice the amount of
the claims.

The insured saves money be meeting those losses,

out of its own pocket, and insuring only against the big risks.

What constitutes a "big" risk will vary, of course, with each

company’s individual circumstances.
(SLIDE 44) Professional and business people are
being sued for so many things these days that most of us are

spending large sums on personal liability insurance.

You'll be

glad to know, if you don’t already, that Internal Revenue Service
has ruled such premiums can be considered ordinary and necessary

business expenses.

(SLIDE 45) Incidentally, if you have wondered what
exactly is meant by that phrase, "necessary business expense,"
a federal judge recently defined it as one that would be incurred

-10-

by a hard-headed businessman not for the purpose of avoiding
taxes but as a practical business matter.

(SLIDE 46) And now, as a practical business matter

since most of you have businesses you have to get back to -we’ll conclude at this point and if you have any questions
we'll be happy to answer them.

(END)
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SMALL BUSINESS FAILURES BLAMED ON POOR
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS, INSUFFICIENT CAPITAL

Inadequate accounting systems represent one of the
prime causes of failure among small businesses, a leading

member of the financial community told the (Centerville
Kiwanis Club) today.

John Doe, CPA, a member of the (Management
Advisory Services) Committee of the

Society

of CPAs, said that many small business proprietors find
themselves unable to make proper decisions because of poor

record-keeping.

”It denies them access to sound information

about their own businesses,” he explained.

In addition, he said, needed financing is sometimes
withheld from a business because the detailed information
required by potential lenders simply cannot be provided.

Doe also named inadequate capital as a leading cause

of small business failure.

Citing studies by a government

agency, an accounting firm, and by Dun & Bradstreet, the

financial reporting service, he said indications are that small
businesses often are led to bankruptcy by inadequate provision
for raising and using capital.

DATE:

-2He combined another group of causes -- incompetence,

lack of experience, and inadequate marketing or managing skills -into one, saying they "all boil down to about the same thing.”
Difficulty in raising capital, (Doe) told the (Kiwanis),

is not confined to companies on the verge of collapse.

Many

flourishing firms are having a hard time laying hands on funds
they could put to good use if they could get them at reasonable
rates.

The CPA said although the problem is being discussed
urgently in Congress he has ’’read little to suggest any drastic

action can be expected soon from that quarter."
Mr.

(Doe's) talk, illustrated by slides, also took

up other current problems facing small businesses, including
the benefits (and problems) that come with incorporation, the

tax considerations that hang over every decision a businessman
makes, and the burgeoning role of business as a tax collector
for the federal, state and other governments.

(Doe) said CPAs, by their experience in accounting,
auditing, taxation and management services, have become key

consultants not only to businesses but to individual businessmen,

governments and non-profit organizations.
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’INDICATORS’ CALLED USEFUL IN
FINANCIAL DECISION-MAKING

A builder considers launching a garden apartment project
A municipality ponders the advisability of giving the builder a
permit.

A school board looks at how the project would affect

school population.

A bank must decide whether to help finance

the project if it is approved.

And families ultimately may

debate the question of whether to sign a lease and move in.
Every segment of the economy faces key financial

decisions like these each day.

Is there solid information

available that can help?
The

Society of CPAs, whose members wrestle

continuously with such questions on behalf of business, government

and individual clients, say sources of information are available

in the form of statistics known as economic indicators.
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-2How many workers have been laid off this month?

many hired?

How

How many freight cars were loaded with manufactured

goods last week?

What is the trend in interest rates?

The

responses to such questions, and dozens of others like them, tell

a great deal about what is happening to the economy and its
various sectors, say the CPAs.

And, they add, the indicators are even more useful when
they track conditions in the state or region, for that is where,
for most of us, the primary interest lies; it's in the local

economy that we live and either prosper or fail.
Local, regional, or national, the indicators with the

greatest value for decision-making are called leading indicators
because they precede other events, often portending developments

that lie ahead.
National leading indicators are reported, say the CPAs,
in Business Conditions Digest, a monthly publication of the U.S.

Department of Commerce.

significant include:

The 12 statistics considered most

average workweek (overtime would suggest

the economy is heating up), layoff rate in manufacturing, new
orders in manufacturing, sales by vendors, contracts and orders
signed for new plants and equipment, changes in total liquid
assets, new business formations, Standard and Poors’ Stock Index,

’’real” money in circulation, and changes in inventories both on

hand and on order.
The CPA Society says one of the roles of its members is
helping to decide how such national trends affect the local scene

and uncovering local indicators -- unemployment rates, birth
rates, regional agricultural production, etc. -- to supplement
the national figures.

-more-
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In some cases, the local indicators are assembled by

organizations such as Chambers of Commerce, the regional Federal
Reserve Board, or banks.

In others the CPAs have to dig them

out on their own, from state or city agencies or non-governmental

sources.
One shouldn't put complete trust in the indicators, the

CPA Society warns, for they can easily be upset by seasonal,
climatic and other developments.

Housing permits issued is not

equivalent to housing starts and, if the economy turns down

sharply, housing starts may not be the same as houses completed.
The accountants advise that the indicators are of
greatest use when considered in conjunction with all sorts of

other information, plus experience and common sense.
A CPA Society spokesman cites the apochryphal case of
a person who placed full trust in an indicator and drowned in

a river with an average depth of 8 inches.

many feet deep where he stepped in.

*

*

*

It happened to be

BUSINESS Radio Spots

Money Management Tips

for
Small Businesses

#1

Here’s an observation about money management for
people who run small businesses and have survived the past

three years:
Just by keeping your business alive, you have
earned your stripes as a manager.

For in each of the past

three years there have been more than twice as many bank

ruptcies in this country as in 1932, the worst year of the
great depression.

A public service of the

Certified Public Accountants.

Society of

Money Management Tips

for

Small Business
#2

Here’s a suggestion about money management for
small firms looking at those attractive new mini-computers.

The electronic data processing equipment now being produced

just for companies of moderate size is a marvelous
tool, but don’t order more computer information than will

actually be needed and used.

Avoid swamping yourself and

your staff.

A public service of the
Certified Public Accountants.

Society of

Money Management Tips

for

Small Businesses
#3

Here's a money management suggestion for small

businesses with independent salesmen.

To keep them from being

classified as employees, with all the tax withholding and
paper work that results, be sure your salesman is free to

sell the products of other companies, can set his own territory
and schedule, gets no compensation for expenses and is paid

by commission only, with no guarantee.

A public service of the

Certified Public Accountants.

Society of

Money Management Tips
for

Small Businesses
#4

Here's a suggestion about inventory for people
who operate small businesses:
can lead to bankruptcy.

Unwise inventory management

Don't speculate on inventory.

Don't gamble on future price changes and leave yourself
overstocked.

Carrying too much inventory is one of the

five most common errors of business managers.

A public service of the

Certified Public Accountants

Society of

Money Management Tips
for
Small Businesses

#5

Here’s a money management reminder for small
businesses that could profitably use more employees:
The new Tax Reduction Act provides tax credits for com

panies expanding their payrolls this year and next.

The

rules are complicated, but they can save up to twenty-one

hundred dollars per new employee.

Worth considering as part

of your expansion planning.

A public service of the
Certified Public Accountants.

Society of

BUSINESSPrint Ads

MEMO TO TAXPAYERS:

Don’t Wait ’Til Next Year
The time for a small business to do something about easing next year’s
tax burden is now. If you wait until you are working on 1977 tax returns,
it will be too late.
Year-round tax planning is essential to minimizing the tax conse
quences of any business decision. How you arrange such events as expan
sion of the payroll, acquisition of new facilities, or sales out of state...
even their timing.. .affects Uncle Sam’s share of the action.
So the really important service of a professional tax adviser is helping
you get ready for the future.

(Your) Society of
Certified Public Accountants
The Professionals for: Accounting Systems
Auditing Financial Statements
Tax Preparation
Management Advice

Talk Piece
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WHEN THE HOMEOWNER BECOMES
A BUSINESS MANAGER

- - - - a discussion guide
for involving CPAs with

the media on the subject

of condominium management

The following is a discussion guide on the subject of

condominium management and its problems.

It is hoped that you

can use the information presented here to persuade print and

broadcast assignment editors and financial writers that:
(a)

the subject is worth their attention.

(b)

the CPA can offer insight into the
problems and their solutions.

Condominiums are now a nation-wide phenomenon and their
problems with respect to "abuses” by developers have attracted

considerable interest in the press.

But equally serious problems

associated with homeowner management have yet to be widely explored

by the media.
We suggest you approach your local assignment editors

or financial writers with this in mind, letting them know, by

letter or phone, that it is a subject of interest to a great

many of their readers -- especially those contemplating a con
dominium purchase.

But, before doing so, make sure you have one

or more CPAs lined up who can speak knowledgeably on this par

ticular subject and be able to answer questions such as:
o

What is the difference between a con

dominium and a cooperative?
o

In what way do the taxes vary for the two

forms of ownership?
o

What are the responsibilities a condo

purchaser acquires along with his place of
residence?

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

"CONDOMINIUMS”

About 10 million Americans are taking part today in a

new experiment in democracy.

They are the people who live in

condominium communities.

In truth, the vast majority of these people had no
particular thoughts about democracy or experimenting of any kind

when they moved into their communities.

By and large, they

simply thought they were buying a home or apartment in a develop

ment that offered ’’maintenance-free ” living, where in effect
everyone chipped in and hired someone to mow the lawn, shovel the
snow, and clean the pool.

Unfortunately, condominium-style living is a concept
that has been misunderstood by almost all condominium buyers.

A

condominium represents a highly complex arrangement that creates

not only a community, but the near-equivalent of a municipal
government and a business enterprise as well.
It is a mini-society where, as it happens, democracy is

practiced in its purest form.

Every homeowner has one vote, the

majority rules, and apathy constitutes a dangerous menace.

The

failure of homeowners to understand this has helped to lead many

condo communities into fiscal difficulties.
How it should work --

Every condo community has a homeowners association, to
which each homeowner must belong.

Usually, when the majority of

the units in a community have been sold, control of the community

passes from the developer to the homeowners themselves, through
the association.

-more-

-2The association then takes on attributes of both a

government and a business.

It has authority to levy and collect

dues and assessments, and to make and enforce rules that govern
the lifestyle of the community.
the community.

Moreover, it will actually run

It will form a board of directors that assumes

responsibility for countless details, such as hiring personnel,

contracting for services, buying insurance to protect commonlyowned property, and complying with complex tax regulations.

The

directors must be effective money managers, assessing and collecting

the necessary funds, spending -- and in some cases, investing -the money wisely, keeping good financial records, and fulfilling

obligations to government.
A built-in problem --

But how does a condominium community find the talent

within itself to perform these functions?

Most people seem to

join condo communities to get the benefits of ownership while

escaping many of the traditional homeowner’s chores.

Few are

prepared to take on the responsibilities of the entire community.

Furthermore, the people most qualified to serve as directors
usually are in professions that make heavy demands on their time
and leave little room for extracurricular work.

For these and other reasons, many of the 20,000 home
owners associations in the U.S. encounter trouble in managing

their communities.

When they do, sound professional assistance

is needed, because the value of their investments and the quality
of their lifestyles is at stake.

-more-
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To be successful, a homeowners association must manage
its condominium as businessmen would manage a business.

This fact

can be extra hard for an association official to accept, because

he or she is dealing with neighbors and, in some cases, close
friends.

Nevertheless, the condo must be run like a business or

it will quickly fall into fiscal tr
ouble.
The CPA serves business interests in four ways -- as

accountant, management adviser, tax adviser and auditor.

The

first two functions, accountant and management adviser, are

especially relevant to the needs of condominium homeowners.

It is hard to overstate the importance of a good
accounting system, which is something that inexperienced managers
do not always understand.

Without the proper records that

accounting provides, it is impossible for any business entity

to accurately assess its financial position or to spot trends
that will lead to trouble.

Nor can it properly fulfill its myriad

obligations to the various levels of government.

Homeowner

officials must understand the importance of accounting, whether

they keep records themselves or employ outside assistance.

Moreover, it's often difficult for an experienced ad
ministrator to devise the most efficient systems of operation and
to use available resources to maximum effect.

For the novice

association director or manager, it may well be an impossible task.

This is why the management advisory role of a CPA can be crucial.
A homeowners association’s resources often are limited, coming
almost exclusively from the common monthly charges paid by members.
-more-

-4No one wants to pay more than necessary, particularly since

higher common charges diminish resale value.

Efficiency in

management is vital.
As tax adviser and auditor the CPA can also play a
role in effective condominium manage
ment.

The CPA is uniquely

equipped to understand and help unravel the problems encountered

by the growing number of American homeowners who live in con

dominiums.

Because these are the homeowners who must know how

to run a business.

* * *
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CPAs LIST DANGER SIGNALS

WHEN GOVERNMENT FALTERS

What danger signals does a municipal government send

out when it’s on the brink of going bankrupt?

The

Society of CPAs, whose members are financial advisors to

governments as well as to businesses and individuals, has drafted

a list of questions the answers to which might indicate the
financial health of a government.
The accountants’ key questions include:

o

Does a town or city spend more than it takes in?
If there is difficulty in getting the answer to
that, the next question arises:

o

Does the government unit have an adequate finan

cial reporting system?
o

Does it issue financial information at regularly
prescribed intervals -- at least once a year?
-more-
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Does it make adequate provisions for long
range liabilities, such as the pension plans

of city employees?

Does the municipal

government even know the extent of such

liabilities?
o

Does the municipality report the full debt

picture, including overlapping debts of local
taxing agencies such as school, fire and

sewer districts?
o

Are the financial statements checked out by

independent auditors?
o

Does the city disclose total dollar obligations
for obligations such as vacation and sick

leave benefits?
o

How does the government maintain records on,

account for, and safeguard the public’s in

vestments in land, buildings and equipment?

CPA Society, studies by

According to the

accounting firms and universities, as well as a recent set of

guidelines issued by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, all indicate there has to be an organized, rational
way of recording and reporting transactions.

Regular audits, it

is agreed, are essential, providing warning signals should the
situation threaten to get out of hand.

-more-
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Like businesses, the accountants say, governments
must plan ahead.

There are pressing public demands for

increased services which with spiraling inflationary costs

become ever more difficult to provide.

Priorities have to be

weighed, and funds assigned to the programs likely to produce

the greatest cost/benefits.

Worker productivity, long a major concern of private
industry, should be of at least equal concern to municipal
governments.
Guidelines that have been established for CPAs

undertaking audits of the economy, efficiency and results of

government programs suggest that the auditors:
o

Pin down a program’s objectives, reducing

to writing exactly what the project is
supposed to achieve.
o

After identifying the goals, find ways of

measuring success realized in accomplishing
them.
o

Balance the results with the cost of the
program to determine cost/effectiveness.

When offering suggestions for ways to improve a
government program, CPAs are reminded to ask:
o

Would the correction be economical, or would
it cost more than the deficiency it is

intended to correct?

-more-
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o

Would it go to the heart of the problem,
or just offer cosmetic improvement?

o

Is it the only corrective measure avail
able or would something simpler work almost

as well for a lot less money?
"There is a great deal of interchangeability of good

financial practice," a CPA Society spokesman said, "among

governments, businesses and individuals.

One entity can and

should benefit from the experience of the others."

k

k

k

GOVERNMENT Radio Spots

Money Management Tips
for

Local and Municipal Governments

#1

Here’s a municipal money management suggestion about
zero-base budgeting:

To decide whether zero-base budgeting is good, we must

understand what it is:

the basing of appropriations on proof of

need, rather than on budgeting practices of the past.

Each year,

the budget for any item is put at zero, until a need has been
determined; hence, zero-base budgeting.

A service of the

Public Accountants.

Society of Certified

Money Management Tips

for
Local and Municipal Governments

#2

Here's a money management suggestion for
measuring the effectiveness of a municipal government
program:

It's the expanded-scope audit:

a review not

only of how much money is spent on a project -- and for
what -- but also of how efficiently the project is carried
out...and how well it achieves its goals.

The expanded-

scope audit is a powerful tool for increasing government

economy and effectiveness.

A public service of the
Certified Public Accountants.

Society of

Money Management Tips

for
Local Municipal Governments

#3

Here's a municipal money management suggestion for
safeguarding a community's fiscal health:

Citizens should learn how to read the financial

statements of local governments.

Such statements can help

them evaluate their government’s fiscal soundness and let
them spot potential trouble areas before they grow into
An informed citizenry is essential to good

real ones.
government.

A public service of the

Public Accountants.

Society of Certified

Money Management Tips

for
Local and Municipal Governments

#4
Here's a municipal money management idea on maintaining
sound fiscal health:

Looking at a government’s financial statements,

how much of a burden do you see current operations imposing
on future years?

Long-term debt is not inherently good or

bad, but in deciding if it’s one or the other, the key
questions are -- is the debt necessary, and, is it manage

able?

A public service of the
Public Accountants.

Society of Certified

Money Management Tips

for
Local and Municipal Governments

#5

Here’s a municipal money management suggestion for

those who would correct a deficiency in local government:

Does what you have in mind -- remodeling instead of
replacing a school, for example -- bring a saving or would it

cost more?

Would it go to the heart of the problem?

Is

it the only corrective measure available, or would something

simpler work almost as well for a lot less money?

Some public service thoughts of the

Society of Certified Public Accountants.

GOVERNMENT Talk Piece

APPLYING ACCOUNTING TECHNIQUES
TO PROBLEMS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT --

Discussion guide using a case
in point:

the energy crisis

Journalists and conductors of talk shows on radio
and television are interested in specific problems, specific
ways of solving them.

We suggest you approach local editors and writers with

an offer to analyze how your community is responding to the energy
crisis -- and suggestions for doing better.

It is best to come up with dollars and cents facts:
HOW MUCH more will your city have to pay for fuel next winter?

What exactly can be done to reduce that figure?
Where would such information be found?

Any CPA with

MAS experience would know how to proceed with such an analysis.
His concern would not be turning off the lights, but rather how

many more lights are being used for one purpose than another, and
how to measure, compare, analyze and put such data to use.

Applying information the MAS man can supply, you might
outline briefly for the news person the steps a CPA could suggest

in an interview:

a.

Set up a system for finding out how many energy
dollars are spent on various specific outlets --

transportation... school buildings A, B, C...
city hall... heating and air conditioning, etc.

b.

Analyze the data to determine which buildings,

trucks, departments or people are making
economical use of their energy allotment -- in

terms of cost/effectiveness -- and which are

wasteful.
c.

Use the data as a carrot/stick motivator for
better energy use.

-more-
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d.

Make the gathering, analysis and publication
of the facts an ongoing practice so every

body doesn't slip back into the same old
wasteful ways.
Offer to set up an interview with one or more CPAs who are expert

in this sort of study.

Try to get a few startling facts from

them on conditions in your community -- the savings that might

be realized, for example -- to get the media people interested.
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BORROWING NOT A BAD IDEA? CPAs

DISCUSS FAMILY DEBT MANAGEMENT

Because a family is deeply in debt does not necessarily
mean it is in financial trouble.

That’s the reassuring word

Society of CPAs, whose members are

from the

financial advisers to businesses and governments as well as to
individuals and families.

CPAs attribute the recent high ratio of saving-to-

borrowing in part to hesitancy among family financial managers

to go into debt.

They say people are moving in the opposite

direction, trying to amass the largest savings accounts they can.

But borrowing, the accountants assert, if it’s properly
managed, can provide a hedge against future inflation, while

constituting a form of forced savings.

The important thing to

know about debt is whether it is under control -- firmly in

harness and working for you rather than against you.

-more-
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The CPA organization cites the example of a home

purchased with a large mortgage loan.

As the loan is paid off,

the family's equity in the house rises, which is a form of
savings.

Meanwhile, the house usually appreciates in value.

In addition, while saving what would have been spent on rent
a homeowner benefits from tax deductions on his mortgage interest

and property taxes.

Who can say such borrowing is a bad idea, the CPAs

ask, suggesting that money can be used as a commodity which can

be borrowed, traded or used like other commodities as an
investment for the future.
Another indicator of financial status is the family's credit
rating.

Prompt payment of bills assures sound credit standing;

when you fall behind your rating suffers.

Under the Fair Credit

Reporting Act, any applicant who has been refused credit has the
right to know why.

Anyone interested in learning what credit

raters are saying about him can find out by looking in the phone
book under "credit" or "credit rating agencies," and calling to

find out what information is being given out.

If it is erroneous,

insist that it be corrected.
Large debts and failure to meet a payment are not the

only factors that influence a credit rating.

include:

Other considerations

length of time you have lived in your present home and

in the community, length of tenure in current job; and net income
in proportion to total indebtedness.
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Short term, the way to establish and maintain a good credit
rating, then, is to open a charge account or take out a small loan
and make payments promptly.

Long term, settle down in one community,

one career.

Time heals all wounds, including financial ones.

Even

bankrupt individuals do not find it impossible to borrow and start
reestablishing their credit, the CPAs say, the reason being that

lenders know that in collecting they will not have to compete with

a great many other creditors, and also because the borrower, having

wiped his slate clean in the bankruptcy court, cannot do so again
for seven years.

FAMILY Radio Spots

Money Management Tips
for

The Family
#1

Here's a family money management suggestion for a

veteran trying to buy a home:
If you are unable to obtain a mortgage from normal

lending agencies you may be eligible for a direct home loan from
the Veterans Administration, which can offer up to 33
thousand dollars of home financing.

Look up the VA in the

phone book under US Government.

A public service of the

of Certified Public Accountants.

Society

Money Management Tips
for

The Family

#2

Here’s a family money management suggestion for
Social Security retirees with part-time jobs:

If your earnings are likely to be high enough to
cause you to lose Social Security Benefits, try to bunch

your work -- and the income -- in one or two months, so you
lose the benefits for only a short period of time.

A public service of the

Certified Public Accountants.

Society of

Money Management Tips

for
The Family

#3

Here’s a family money management suggestion for
anyone who drives a car:

Next time you renew your auto insurance, read your
policy to make sure you still have all the coverage you need.

To hold down rates, some insurance companies are
eliminating extra types of protection, such as coverage while

driving someone else's car.

A public service of the
Certified Public Accountants.

Society of

Money Management Tips

for
The Family

#4

Here’s a money management suggestion for families
looking at condominiums:
Many condominium buyers don’t understand that they
are joining a community run by its own mini-government, of
which they are now a part.

Condominium developments are managed by the people
who live in them, who take on the responsibilities along
with the advantages.

A public service of the

Certified Public Accountants.

Society of

Money Management Tips

for
The Family

#5

Here’s a money management suggestion for families

selling a house:

To minimize capital gains tax, add to your
"cost basis” all closing fees and other expenses incurred
when you bought.

Also the cost of capital improvements.

Deduct from your gain selling expenses, such as advertising,
brokers fees and fix-up costs during the last 90 days.

A public service of the

Certified Public Accountants.

Society of

FAMILY Print Ad

INFLATION CAN HELP,
FOR A CHANGE
Thinking of remodeling your home?
Inflation can help you add those extra rooms your growing family
needs. Here’s how.
To finance the expansion, consider obtaining a second mortgage, either
from a bank or other lender, perhaps even from an individual. Your col
lateral for the second mortgage is the equity you have in excess of the
balance on your first mortgage.
Now. here’s how inflation can work in your favor. By driving up the
value of your home, inflation may have increased the equity available for
a second mortgage. So, even though inflation hurts, this is one time when
you can make it work for you.

(Your) Society of
Certified Public Accountants
The Professionals for: Accounting Systems
Auditing Financial Statements
Tax Preparation
Management Advice

FAMILY -

Talk Piece

MISCONCEPTIONS IN ESTATE PLANNING
-- a discussion guide for showing

the media that estate planning is

not just for the wealthy

Following is a discussion guide for use in trying to

interest news media in the subject of estate planning as it

relates to middle income and lower income families.

In the

minds of many, estate planning generally is associated with
the wealthy.

Our object is to demonstrate that this attitude

can and does result in the shortchanging of many families with

modest assets.
We suggest that you approach local print and broad

cast assignment editors and financial writers to persuade them

that:
(a)

families of average wage earners too often lose

out -- suffering higher taxes than necessary and experiencing

other kinds of financial inconvenience -- because their bread
winners mistakenly think estate planning has no relevance to them;
(b)

the CPA, as tax adviser, can help correct this

situation -- that he, together with other members of an estate
planning team, can help avoid common problems that are not fore

seeable to the layman.
Before contacting the media, be sure you have

lined up one or more CPAs who can discuss estate planning
specifically in terms of how modest estates can benefit.

Try to

ensure that your interviewee does not lose sight of this point
when talking with media representatives.

One way to approach this subject is to cite some of
the misconceptions that lead people to discount the importance of

estate planning:

-more-

-21.

”I'm not worth anything of significance."

People

tend to underestimate the value of their assets, often by failing
to take inflation into account and by overlooking major items.
Ownership of a house, a straight life insurance policy and a

group term life policy (provided by an employer, for example)
easily can build a middle income estate up to $150,000 or more,

without taking any other assets into account.
2.

"My wife will automatically get everything anyway."

People who use this false assumption as an excuse to ignore even
the most basic step in estate planning -- making out a will --

would be horrified to know what financial problems they may be

setting up for their survivors.

The drafting of wills, of course,

is outside the purview of CPAs, but the CPA can explain the

monetary disadvantages that result from probate of intestate
deaths.

3.

"Avoiding probate court by holding all assets jointly

with my spouse is the wisest thing to do."
this often is not true.

From a tax standpoint

It can be, in fact, a most unwise thing

to do.
A knowledgeable CPA can elaborate on these examples or
cite others.

In talking to reporters, it would be especially

helpful if he could relate examples of misconceptions that he has

encountered in dealing with clients who represent modest estates.

* * *

OTHER PROJECTS

Suggested release for State Society Newsletters

Officials of the

Society of Certified Public

Accountants met in Chicago in July with 43 other CPA groups to
organize a nationwide public relations campaign in behalf of

the profession.
The campaign will begin September 1 and span three

months.

It is the first concerted national public relations

effort undertaken for the CPA profession.

AICPA’s Public Relations

Subcommittee will coordinate the overall campaign.

The campaign will be carried out in three phases,

designed to highlight the CPA as adviser to: 1) business, 2) government,
and 3) the family.

The objective is to make the public aware

of the CPA’s many-sided role.
Using the print and broadcast media and personal

speaking appearances, CPAs will communicate information that
people are likely to find helpful in planning their personal and

business affairs, with solid attention given also to the urgent

fiscal concerns of government.

Public service radio spots,

newspaper columns, interviews, features, slide talks and adver
tisements all will be part of the promotional effort.
Note: You may also wish to add
something along the following lines:
(The

Society of CPAs is seeking volunteers to

help ensure the success of the public relations campaign in all

localities.

, president of the society, said many

practitioners would be needed to provide technical expertise, to

be available for interviews and speaking engagements, and to make
contacts with newspapers and broadcast stations.

"The whole

campaign is built upon the readiness of the CPA to participate," he said.
"We’re looking forward to an enthusiastic response from our membership.")

TENTATIVE OUTLINE,

2ND. P.R. CAMPAIGN

THE CPA AS A TAX ADVISER

Campaign #2

A partial list of materials being prepared by AICPA

to support a national information program stressing the CPA's

role in taxation.

Newspaper releases and features covering:

1976 Law provisions that took effect in 1977
The 1977 Tax Law
Tax Court decisions and IRS rulings

Four slide talks explaining the tax picture for:

Farmers
Small Businessmen
Women
Average Taxpayers
Pamphlets telling:

How to select a professional tax adviser
What data you'll need whoever prepares your tax
return
Outlines to use as talk pieces for getting broad
casters and newsmen interested in tax interviews,
panel shows, news programs inserts, etc.
Detailed explanations of successful tax programs
carried out by state societies in the past:

Chapter seminars on tax return preparation
Question and Answer Newspaper columns
Phone-in radio and TV shows
Free tax advice for the elderly and the poor
Others
Newspaper ads proclaiming CPAs to be tax PROFESSIONALS

A half-hour filmed TV program on taxes for general
audiences
And much more

REPORTING THE RESULTS

DRAFT

NATIONAL PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM FOR STATE SOCIETIES
ACTIVITIES SUMMARY FOR SEPTEMBER, 1977

Submitted by the

Society of CPAs

(To help assess the effectiveness of this campaign, kindly return
this summary to AICPA the first week in October.)

NEWS RELEASES and FEATURES:

How many daily and how many weekly

papers received each release? Please comment on results.

SLIDE TALKS:

How many were given, using full text?, using

outline only?.

What types of audiences were involved?

(e.g. -- civic club, women’s organization, etc.)

Your comments ______________________________________________________

RESULTS FROM DISCUSSION GUIDES:

Please describe any articles or

broadcast appearances resulting from your use of the discussion

guides provided, or resulting from other efforts.

RADIO SPOTS:

How many radio stations were given spots?

How many used them?

Your comments

Do you have suggestions on any phase of this program?

(Please enclose copies of any clippings)

DRAFT
NATIONAL PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM FOR STATE SOCIETIES

ACTIVITIES SUMMARY FOR OCTOBER, 1977

Submitted by the

Society of CPAs

(To help assess the effectiveness of this campaign, kindly return
this summary to AICPA the first week in November.)
NEWS RELEASES and FEATURES:

How many daily and how many weekly

papers received each release?Please comment on results.

SLIDE TALKS:

How many were given, using full text?, using

.

outline only?

What types of audiences were involved?

(e.g. -- civic club, women's organization, etc.)

Your comments ______________________________________________________

RESULTS FROM DISCUSSION GUIDES:

Please describe any articles or

broadcast appearances resulting from your use of the discussion

guides provided, or resulting from other efforts.

RADIO SPOTS:

How many radio stations were given spots?

How many used them?

Your comments

Do you have suggestions on any phase of this program?

(Please enclose copies of any clippings)

DRAFT
NATIONAL PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM FOR STATE SOCIETIES

ACTIVITIES SUMMARY FOR NOVEMBER, 1977
Society of CPAs

Submitted by the

(To help assess the effectiveness of this campaign, kindly return
this summary to AICPA the first week in December.)
NEWS RELEASES and FEATURES:

How many daily and how many weekly

papers received each release?Please comment on results.

SLIDE TALKS:

How many were given, using full text?

outline only?

.

, using

What types of audiences were involved?

(e.g. -- civic club, women’s organization, etc.)

Your comments ______________________________________________________

Please describe any articles or

RESULTS FROM DISCUSSION GUIDES:

broadcast appearances resulting from your use of the discussion
guides provided, or resulting from other efforts.

RADIO SPOTS: How many radio stations were given spots?

How many used them?

Your comments

Do you have suggestions on any phase of this program?

(Please enclose copies of any clippings)
*

*

*

